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ABSTRACT
The purpose of this study was to examine the
effects of the Louisiana school funding system on two
dimensions of student equity:

equality of opportunity

and equal treatment of equals.

This was accomplished by

assessing alternate year data from 1977-78 to 1985-86 in
order to document changes,

if any,

that occurred in the

equality associated with the distribution of state and
local revenue.

Berne and Stiefel's

(1984) conceptual

framework for measuring equity was utilized to determine
the variables and measures used.

Of first importance

was the investigation of equal opportunity.

This

principle was represented by the fiscal neutrality
standard, which was defined as a lack of relationship
between per-pupil revenue and local fiscal capacity.
order to provide a more comprehensive assessment,

In

local

fiscal capacity was alternately specified as (a)
property valuation per average daily membership
(b) sales tax capacity per ADM, and

(ADM),

(c) combined

property valuation and sales tax capacity per ADM.

For

each specification, multiple measures assessing the
strength of the relationship between per-pupil revenue
and capacity per ADM were applied.
The second principle of student equity, equal
treatment of equals, was represented by the degree of

x

disparity among per-pupil state-local revenue and was
again multiply assessed.

Three univariate measures

determined the degree of dispersion in the distributions
of per-pupil revenue for the five years included in the
evaluation.
A secondary analysis explored the interrelation
ship among three local sources of school revenue for
1977-78, 1981-82 and 1985-86.
Two conclusions were drawn from the analysis.
First,

there was observable change in both fiscal

neutrality and degree of disparity in per-pupil revenue.
Second,

the results associated with the two principles

conflicted.

Fiscal neutrality worsened from 1977-78 to

1988-86, whereas disparity in revenues per pupil
improved for the general school population, but not for
students in the lower half of the distribution.

CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION TO THE STUDY
This chapter Introduces the study, provides a
background for investigating the problem, presents the
problem statement and concludes with a description of
financial information pertinent to understanding the
funding of public schools in Lousiana.
Introduction
Continued attempts to examine and address issues of
financing public elementary and secondary schools have
focused considerable attention on principles such as
educational equity, efficiency,

adequacy, and choice.

Equity concerns, long considered a dominant theme or
criterion in school finance policy evaluations, have led
to various notions of equality and to the development of
state aid equalization systems.
During the 1970s and early 1980s, many states
attempted to improve the equity of their school finance
programs by diminishing the link between local school
district wealth and spending
ing) .

(Cohn and Geske,

forthcom

Although Louisiana was not one of the school

finance reform states, its Minimum Foundation Program
(MFP) usually received high marks for its student equity

1

effects, when compared with others states in national
studies in the 1970s

(Odden, Berne, and Stiefel, 1979;

Alexander, et al, 1980, pp. 156-160).

This phenomenon

was partially attributable to its high level of state
support.

Over the years, state support declined

(from

57% in 1977-78 to 53.6% in 1985-86} and local districts
increased their use of local revenue to support schools
(Louisiana Department of Education,

1978 and 1986).

Since research indicates that a shift from state to
local reliance can contribute to inequality,

this study

sought to investigate the effects of Louisiana's public
school funding system on student equity from 1977-78 to
1985-86.
This study utulized a four-step conceptual
framework for measuring equity in school finance
developed by Berne and Stiefel

(1984).

The framework

requires answers to the following questions:
whom should equity be provided?
should be distributed fairly?

(a) For

(b) What resources

(c) What principles should

be used to determine equitable distribution? and (d)
What quantitative measures should assess equality?
question generates various answers,
incorporate certain value judgements
1984, p. 5).

Each

and the answers
(Berne and Stiefel,

These questions guided the selection of

3
resources, principles and measures used in this inves
tigation .
Background of the Problem
Cubberley

(1905) was one of the first to concep

tualize the state's responsibility for providing
equalization in educational services and funding
apportionment. His ideas were subsequently modified and
expanded by other theorists such as Updegraff
Strayer and Haig

(1923) , Mort

(1921),

(1924), and Morrison

(1930), resulting in the development of differing
concepts of equalization programs for providing and
appropriating funds for public schooling.
Although researchers, policy makers,

and the courts

continue to argue the factors constituting an equitable
state school finance system, nearly all state aid
equalization programs characteristically encompass two
major dimensions:

(a) a method of measuring both the

local school districts'

financial ability to support

education and effort expended,

and (b) a procedure for

allocating funds which incorporates those factors of
ability-to-pay and effort

(Corbally, 1962).

A local

district's ability-to-pay, or its fiscal capacity, has
typically been measured in terms of property valuation
per pupil, whereas its effort has been measured in
millage rates.

In allocating funds so that the revenues

per pupil are more fully equalized within the state,
state equalization programs typically subsidize more
heavily those districts with low fiscal capacity.
Four basic models, and combinations thereof, guide
state policy makers drafting state school finance plans.
These models include full state funding, district power
equalizing, percentage equalizing,
foundation program.

and the minimum

Whereas full state funding assumes

the total operating expenses of local school districts,
district power equalizing and percentage equalizing
programs link the degree of aid provided by the state to
some local dimension, e.g., increases in per pupil
expenditures relative to the wealth of the district in
the former case and changes in tax effort in the latter.
The Minimum Foundation Program
a minimum,

or foundation,

per student.

(MFP), first establishes

level of educational funding

The state financial obligation is limited

to providing the additional funds required to bring
local revenue, obtained through applying a mandated tax
rate to the tax base, up to the prescribed foundation
level per student.1
Litigation has intensified the interest in equality
that was expressed by the early school finance
theorists.

Utilization of the judiciary branch of

government for the establishment of equal opportunity

norms was established through the Brown vs Topeka

(1954)

decision (LaMorte and Williams, 1985); however, it was
the 1971 Serrano decision, declaring that the California
school finance plan denied equality of opportunity to
public school students, which spurred the reformation of
state public school financial plans.

Thus, the Serrano

decision is considered the landmark case among school
finance researchers.
The Serrano decision introduced to the school
finance community the important concept of educational
fiscal neutrality2 , which states that a child's educa
tion cannot be a function of the wealth of the district
in which he lives but must be a function of the wealth
of the state as a whole.

In other words, there should

be a neutral relationship between revenues

(or expendi

tures) per pupil and a dist r i c t ’s wealth, or fiscal
capacity.

The concept of fiscal capacity, although

continually broadening, has traditionally been measured
as property valuation per pupil.

Funding programs that

do not provide methods of reducing the relationship
between property valuation and revenues per pupil are
generally considered inequitable by school finance
researchers.
Judicial activity in the early 1970s culminated at
the federal level with the Rodrigues vs. San Antonio

(1973) case which decided that state finance systems
"did not violate the equal protection guaranties of the
federal constitution"

(Benson, 1978, p. 342).

Blocked

at the federal level, numerous school finance plans were
subsequently challenged by reformers seeking relief in
state courts.

These challenges pressured state policy

makers to examine and revamp financial plans, resulting
in changes in more than half the states during the 1970s
and early 1980s

(Cohn and Geske, forthcoming).

Only seventeen challenges to lower court decisions
had reached state supreme courts by 1986.

Seven

decisions were upheld, but ten state supreme courts outrightly rejected the reformers'
1987).

claims

(Briffault,

The state court responses of the early 1980s

have appeared less favorable to change and somewhat more
conservative in their recommendations suggesting that
the judicial process may ultimately contribute substan
tially less to the equality movement during the 1980s
than it did during the 1970s

(LaMorte and Williams,

1985) ,3
In those states that enacted new, or significantly
changed, school finance programs during the 1970s and
early 1980s, state policy makers appeared to direct
efforts towards improving the equity of school finance
systems in hope of assuring more equal educational
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opportunity.

Most efforts attempted to promote more

equal expenditures per pupil by equalizing the tax bases
of local school districts thereby breaking the link
between district spending and property wealth

(Geske,

1983}.
Accompanying and/or swiftly following the judicial
flurry and subsequent program changes of the 1970s, a
number of equity and evaluation studies examined state
equalization programs.

These studies raised several

issues regarding both the content and method of measure
ment.

Most studies evaluated at least two major equity

criteria:

the disparity in revenues

(or expenditures)

per student, often referred to as horizontal equity or
equal treatment of equals, and the relationship between
district fiscal capacity and those revenues
tures) , referred to as fiscal neutrality.

(expendi
Researchers

were divided, however, on such factors as definitions of
revenue and expenditures and appropriate statistical
measures.
Although it is agreed that the reforms of the 1970s
increased state funding and may have generally improved
equity of school financing for both pupils and tax
payers, one major concern for researchers of the 1980s
is the

"...measure of local wealth or the factors
other than real property that should be used
in determining the relative fiscal capacity,
or wealth, of local districts" (Furno &
Magers, 1981, p. 188).
In a number of states, the freedom of local school
districts to utilize additional sources of revenue other
than those designated as the official measure of local
wealth in the school finance plan has contributed to
"non-inclusiveness."

This lack of inclusion is espe

cially undesirable if unofficial sources vary across
districts because it will increase the degree of revenue
inequality and decrease the relationship between
revenues per student and the official fiscal capacity of
the local district

(Jones, 1985).

A few states have made recent efforts to define
wealth,

or fiscal capacity, more comprehensively in

school finance formulas.

Both income and property tax

bases, for example, define local fiscal capacity in
Kansas,

Pennsylvania, and Maryland.

The sales tax base

is included as part of the wealth base of local dis
tricts in Nevada and Virginia (Alexander et al., 1980;
Carroll and Park, 1983).

Nevertheless,

the majority of

state plans rely on the property tax base and ignore
additional sources of revenue.
districts,

Louisiana school

in particular, rely heavily on local sales

tax for school revenues,

and several utilize non-tax

income derived from school-owned lands rich in mineral
resources.

Neither of these sources is included in the

state's calculations of local fiscal capacity to support
public education.
Problem Statement
One major purpose of state school finance systems
is the promotion of equality in funding among public
school students throughout the state.
this involves two equity dimensions.
greater equality means that

In most cases,
Movement toward

(a) the relationship between

school district capacity and spending would be reduced,
and

(b) expenditures per student would become more

equalized throughout the state.

The first of these two

dimensions is usually discussed in terms of wealth, or
fiscal, neutrality.

In the Berne and Steifel framework,

it is representative of the principle of equal oppor
tunity.

The second dimension is discussed in terms of

disparity in per-pupil revenues and is representative of
the principle of equal treatment of equals.
The actual question behind this study is "What has
been the effect of the Louisiana public school funding
system on these two dimensions of student equity over a
nine-year period from 1977-78 to 1985-86?"
First,

the criterion of equal opportunity, repre

sented by fiscal neutrality, was assessed by determining
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the degree of association between revenue per pupil and
district fiscal capacity.
nately defined as

Fiscal capacity was alter

(a) taxable assessed property valua

tion per average daily membership
capacity per ADM, and

(ADM), (b> sales tax

(c) combined property valuation

and sales tax capacity per ADM.

An analysis of the

three sets of data provided information regarding the
impact of alternative tax bases on fiscal neutrality.
The second criterion of equal treatment of equals
required that the degree of disparity in revenue per
pupil for each of the evaluation years be determined:
the greater the disparity,
revenue.

the greater the inequality in

An analysis of the data provided information

about the ability of the school finance plan to provide
for the equal treatment of equals over time.
In addition,

the relationship among property tax

revenue, sales tax revenue and other local revenue
sources was thought to be significant.

Districts

receiving 1% or more of their local revenue from rental
and land-lease

(RLL) revenue generated through royal

ties, rents, sales and/or lease of district-owned school
property were examined.

The relative reliance placed on

each source was first determined and changes over the
period of the study were then assessed.
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Funding Louisiana Schools
Understanding the financing of public schools in
Louisiana may be clarified through an initial inves
tigation of the funding of public services in g e n e r a l .
This section documents alternate sources of revenue for
financing public services, describes the transfer of
federal and state funds for financing education,

and

concludes with a description of the Minimum Foundation
Program in general and in Louisiana in particular.
State and Local Revenues
The strong energy orientation of the Louisiana
economy contributes to a unique tax structure that
demonstrates an
unusual dependence on severance and sales tax
and a remarkably small reliance on the
property tax (especially for local govern
ments) and the income tax (Scott, 1987, p. 1).
This same orientation provides additional mineral
source revenues through r oyalties, bon u s e s , and rentals
of state-owned lands

(LSU and CABL, 1987 a ) .

Thus,

severance and sales taxes are the significant sources of
revenues for the state general fund which supports,
along with other services, public education.

Further

more, local revenue is highly dependent on sales tax,
rather than property tax capacity.

12
Rental/Land-Lease Revenue
Louisiana’s revenue from natural resources has
fallen sharply since 1982.

Combined revenues from

severance taxes and royalties, bonuses and rentals from
state-owned lands and waterbottoms peaked at just over
$1600 million in 1982, but had fallen to only $730
million by 1987.
five years

This represents a 55% decline over

(LSU and CABL,

1987a).

Sales Tax Revenue
Both state and local revenues are derived from the
general sales tax.
1980s,

The national recession of the early

the decrease in world price of oil and the

subsequent higher rates of unemployment, and the growing
number of sales tax exemptions legislated in the 1970s
and early 1980s, contributed to the increase in the
state sales tax rate to 4% in 1984

(Hildreth, 1987).

State sales tax collections in 1985— 30.9% of total
state revenue compared to the national average of 32.2%—
categorized Louisana as having average reliance oh sales
tax (U.S. Department of Commerce,

1985).

However,

the

combined state and local sales tax collections— over 20%
of total state and local revenue compared with 14%
nationwide— indicated that the state's relative total
reliance on the sales tax was substantially greater than
the nation's

(Ryan and Johnson, 1987).
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With regard to local goverment alone, the 1984
general sales tax revenue was $950 million, or $213 per
capita-

When compared to the national average of $54

per capita,

the significant local reliance is apparent.

Local Louisiana governments received 27.8% of own source
revenue from the sales tax as compared with the national
average of only 6.4% in 1984

(Hildreth, 1987) .

Property Tax Revenue
The state of Louisiana has a constitutional right,
not presently invoked,

to tax real property, but local

governmental units atypically rely very little on the
property tax for the support of local services
CABL,

1987b).

(LSU and

While the property tax generates about

75% of local government general revenue in the nation
(Shilling, 1987), it comprises only 21.5% of general
revenues in Louisiana

(Hildreth, 1987).

Factors contributing to the underutilization of the
property tax include deletions and exemptions to the
base, levy limits, and administrative aspects
1987).

To begin with,

(Hildreth,

the base is eroded through both

removal of property from the tax rolls and through
exemption after valuation.

Louisiana's constitutionally

mandated homestead exemption has removed, when measured
as a percentage of total property tax revenues, more

14
individually-owned residential property from taxation
more than any other state

(Shilling,

1987) .

The mandated homestead exemption
section 20 of the 1974 Constitution)

(Article 7,
causes no property

tax collection on the first $75,000 of a home's value
thus removing a significant amount of potential revenue.
In 1985, the homestead exemption removed $3.9 billion in
assessments from the tax rolls

(Hildreth,

1987) which

translates to a 37% loss in local property taxes
and CABL,

1987b).

Furthermore,

(LSU

levies against the

reduced base are constrained by laws requiring voter
approval of all millages above certain general purpose
levels.

This practice encourages "special service" or

"earmarked" levies.
Finally,

administrative procedures also may

contribute to the underutilization of the property tax.
The lack of standardization and control of local
assessment practices as well as the four-year appraisal
interval are thought to be especially relevant
Affairs Research Council
suggests, for instance,

(PARC), 1986].

[Public

Evidence

that assessment quality varies

inversely with the average homestead exemption amount;
i.e., when the dollar amount is high, the assessment
ratio is likely to be low (Schilling, 1987).

Moreover,

four-year assessments require millage adjustment at each
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quadrennial reappraisal, with roll-back and roll-forward
procedures preventing changes in tax collections after
values are equalized.

Without annual reassessment,

"the

millage rollup is effective only every four years, with
tax collections trailing inflation in the interim"
(PARC, 1984, p . 8).
Louisiana School Revenues
Schools are financed in Louisiana,

as elsewhere,

through a mixture of funds from three governmental
levels. The percentage of funds from both the federal
and state levels is higher in Louisiana than the
national average.
Table 1-1 indicates the average percentages of
federal, state, and local revenues for funding Louisiana
public schools and compares them to the national average
for selected years since 1969-70.

The national average

of federal funding has fluctuated only 2 to 3 percentage
points over the last sixteen years, with a high of 9.2%
in 1979-80 and a low in 1985-86 of 6.5 percent.

The

national state-level trend shows a continual increase in
percentage of support,
in 1985-86.

e.g., from 41% in 1960-70 to 50%

Moreover, federal levels appear to be r e 

establishing themselves at levels near those of the late
1960s following significant fluctuations during the
1970s.
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TABLE 1-1

GOVERNMENTAL SOURCES OF FUNDS FOR FINANCING
ELEMENTARY AND SECONDARY PUBLIC SCHOOLS,
COMPARING LOUISIANA TO THE NATIONAL AVERAGE,
BY PERCENT, FOR SELECTED YEARS, 1969-70 TO 1985-86

SOURCE

1969-70
LA

NAT AVG

1974-75
LA

NAT AVG

1979-80
LA

NAT AVG

1985-86
LA

NAT AV

FED

11.9

7.3

17.4

7.8

14.8

9.3

10.8

6.5

STATE

56.4

40.9

54.3

43.8

54.4

48.9

53.6

49.8

LOCAL

31.7

51.6

38.4

48.6

30.8

43.0

35.6

43.8

Sources: National Education Association. Estimates of
School Statistics, 1986-87; Advisory Commission on Intergovern
mental Affairs. Significant Features of Fiscal Federalism,
M-113, 1977 and M-151, 1987.
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Federal support for public education has fluctuated
over time in Louisiana.
support as in 1969-70

Presently at the same level of

(1.6% of the national average),

the federal level of support exceeded twice the national
average in 1974-75.
Since 1980, when Louisiana school districts
received 15% of their revenues from federal sources,
from the state and 31% from local sources,

54%

there has

been a significant shift toward greater local support.
By 1985-86,

the federal contribution had dropped to 11%,

the state contribution remained nearly the same

(53.6%)

while the local contributions rose five percentage
points to 36 percent.

Both the federal reduction in

funds, which accompanied federal decentralization policy
in the early 1980s, and Louisiana's restricted ability
to generate state funds have contributed to the
increased reliance on local funding of school district
operations.
Researchers have generally recognized that
if the superior resources of the state
government were not used to even out the
differences in wealth among local districts
in the state, then students in the poorer
districts would be condemned to levels of
public service greatly inferior to the levels
of public service offered in the more affluent
districts (Hickrod and Hubbard, 1978, p. 414).
The high level of state support for education, possible
in the past due to Louisiana's great reliance on mineral
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revenues, has gradually eroded.

Surpluses have been

depleted, and the state has had difficulty in maintain
ing previous levels of support as evidenced by less than
full funding of the equalization formula for the last
four years.
Nationally, nearly all local school revenue is
derived from the local property tax.

Louisiana school

districts, mirroring other local governmental units,
rely sparingly on the property tax base and instead draw
local funds from the sales tax base.

Louisiana,

in

fact, is the only state to generate a greater percentage
of its school support through the sales tax than through
the property tax (Mikesell,

1984) .

Since 1964, legisla

tive mandates have provided for local use of sales tax
revenue for the support of schools.

Article VI, Section

29, of the 1974 Louisiana Constitution authorizes school
districts to utilize the sales tax base for local funds
(subject to ceiling limitations when combined with other
municipal services, presently 4%), and districts more
recently have been inclined to rely on sales tax
capacity.

By 1986, 65 school districts drew some of

their support from the sales tax base

(Geske and LaCost,

1988).
Several local parish districts receive revenue from
royalties, rents and land leases of school lands rich in

oil, natural gas, timber and other natural resources.
Much of this revenue was generated from property known
as 16th section lands.

This property,

originally deeded

to the state by the federal government was,

in many

cases, passed on to local districts around the turn of
the century.

In addition,

additional acreage.

several parish districts own

Since 1975, RLL revenue has totally

supplemented the state dollars allocated through the
funding formula.

Act 619 of 1975 stipulated that no

revenue from 16th section lands was to be included in
the MFP in determination of local support.
1975,

Prior to

50% of that revenue was charged against the school

district in the allocation formula

(Gremillion,

1976}.

The data in Table 1-2 illustrate the relative
reliance of Louisiana school districts on different
revenue sources for selected years.
the table are the percentages,

Also displayed in

for selected years,

local school districts nationwide.

for

The data indicate

that local district reliance on property tax revenue for
the late 1970s to mid 1980s averaged between 62% and
65%, whereas Louisiana's reliance on the property tax
showed a continual decline— from 90% in 1964-65 to 43%
in 1974-75,

and finally to 33% in 1986-87.*

The growth in the percentage of revenues derived
from the sales tax capacity is especially important,

TABLE 1-2

SOURCES OF LOCAL REVENUE FOR FINANCING
LOUISIANA ELEMENTARY AND SECONDARY PUBLIC SCHOOLS,
BY PERCENT, FOR SELECTED YEARS, 1964-65 TO 1985-86,
AS COMPARED TO THE NATIONAL AVERAGE,
FOR SELECTED YEARS, 1976-77 TO 1984-85

LOUISIANA
SOURCE

1964-65

s i u « u s a n m

PROP TX

M

H

1969-70
* i r a m

1974-75

u m

H

N

NATIONAL AVERAGE*
1979-80

1985-86

u n » i n » n £ 3 a s a x s n n B

1976-77
M

1981-82

a a n i c s 3 M

« H

1984-85
n m

M

i u i

89.86

59.88

43.24

32.31

33.43

64.14

61.03

62.09

SALES TX

3.18

33.72

39.88

52.41

46.99

**1.67

2.01

1.75

RENTS,LEASES

3.91

2.66

2.61

2.12

1.64

---

OTHER
SOURCES

3.05

3.74

14.27

13.16

17.94

34.19

--36.96

--35.35

* Includes both dependent and Independent school districts.
** National averages for this category include all other taxes at the local level.
Sources: Louisiana Department of Education. Statistical and Financial Reports.
1964-65, 1969-70, 1974-75. Bureau of Management Information Systems, 1979-80
1985-86.
U.S. Department of Commerce. Finances.of Public School Systems. GF85-NO.10,
1977-78, 1982-83, and 1984-85, Table 1.
"
...... .
Actual percentages are a result of author’s calculations.

e.g.,

3% the first year of legislative approval

to nearly 50% in 1985-86.

(1965)

The data further indicate an

even greater sales tax reliance during the latter part
of the 1970s, before the economic restrictions of the
early 1980s.

Although nationally there was some

reliance on revenue generated through taxing other bases
at the local level
small.

(i.e., income),

the percentage was

No comparison between Louisiana and the nation

as a whole was made concerning rents,
source" revenue,

leases, and "other

since the composition of the categories

was not comparable.
Allocation of School Revenues
Louisiana's finance formula is adapted from the
Minimum Foundation Program

(MFP) model.

Developed by

Strayer and Haig in the 1920s and subsequently refined
by Paul Mort,

the MFP is considered the most popular of

the finance plans and is used in about one-half of the
s t ates.
The basic principles associated with the MFP
require the establishment of minimum local property tax
rates and minimum spending levels for each local school
district in the state, yet permit each district to
exceed the mimimum tax rate if it chooses.

Ideally,

this model establishes a minimum dollar level of support
for pupils, yet caters to local control.

The state's
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responsibility is to establish and maintain an adequate
minimum level of support.
Greater expenditure equalization is obtained
through linking the allocation of state funds to local
districts' wealth, with poorer districts getting more
state funds per pupil than the wealthy districts.
Imposing a minimum property tax rate, or millage rate,
requires each local district to make a tax contribution
toward the education of its own children.
rate, set by the state,

This millage

is variously called the required

minimum local tax rate or the "chargeback" to the local
school district

(Jones, 1985).

On the one hand,

the policy of setting minimums

while permitting localities to exceed these minimums to
unchecked levels is considered an advantage of an MFP.
The state's fiscal participation in school finance is
thus limited,

and wide local latitude in taxing and

spending above the minimum is provided.

On the other

hand, unbridled local latitude above the minimum
contributes to disparities in both school taxation and
expenditures.

Furthermore,

a state's failure to raise

the specified minimum spending level sufficiently may
cause foundation levels to become unreasonably low
thereby contributing to greater disparity

(Jones, 1985).

To counteract the disadvantages and to decrease the
degree of disparity among school districts,

adaptations

of the basic MFP model have included placing ceilings on
local tax rates and/or increasing the s t a t e ’s relative
contribution.
tax rates,

A narrow gap between maximum and minimum

for instance, would decrease the disparity

among districts, as would an adequate contribution from
the sta t e ’s coffers.

However,

if states go too far,

such steps would interfere with the basic principles of
the foundation plan— that is, a minimum support level
coupled with the freedom to increase local funding.
advocates suggest maintaining a "dynamic tension"
between the basics of the plan and any adaptations
(Jones,

1985).

The Louisiana Minimum Foundation Program
The 1974 Constitution of the State of Louisiana
provides for the funding of public schools through an
equalization plan called a Minimum Foundation Program
(MFP).

Specifically, Article VIII, Section 13

(B)

declares:
The legislature shall appropriate funds
sufficient to insure a minimum foundation
program of education in all public elementary
and secondary schools.
The funds appropriated
shall be equitably allocated to the parish and
city school systems according to formulas
adopted by the State Board of Elementary and
Secondary Education and approved by the
legislature prior to making the appropriation.

MFP
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The structure of the Louisiana financial aid
formula is based on two components:

an annual deter

mination of cost and a formula for determining the mix
of intergovernmental funds supplied for the support of
schools.
Needs and costs for each local district are
determined through a series of steps that ultimately
result in a foundation program level for each school
district.
basis,

Pupil-teacher ratios on a school-by-school

including special allotments for kindergarten and

special education,

are used to quantify the needs and

costs for each local school system.

The summation of

these costs determines the foundation level for the
program.
The Louisiana MFP utilizes taxable assessed
property valuation per ADM as a measure of local
financial ability to support schools.

Taxable assessed

property valuation per pupil is defined as the assessed
property valuation less the homestead exemption divided
by the average daily membership

(ADM) in each parish.

The required local support portion is determined at the
state level.

The state calculates local requirements by

applying a (assumed) mandated 5.5 mill rate against the
taxable assessed property valuation of the district.
This amount is then subtracted from the total cost of
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the foundation program, or "charged back" to the local
district.

The remainder,

termed the "difference

necessary to equalize," represents the revenue required
of the state to meet the minimum foundation level
determined for each district.
illustration.

Figure 1.1 provides an

The difference between Component I and

Component II is the support required from the state
(Component I I I ) .
Compounding the difficulty of implementing the MFP
are issues concerning the
funds,

(a) equitable appropriation of

(b) discretionary powers granted the State Board

of Elementary and Secondary Education,

and

(c) the

annual legislative approval of the appropriation.
legislature,

The

for example, can determine a less than full

degree of funding in which case the state contribution
is reduced.

Furthermore,

adjustments either due or

expected from the local level are added and/or sub
tracted after the MFP allocation has been computed.
addition,

In

the practice of assessing property every four

years allows for millage "roll forwards" and
"rollbacks".

These adjustments, especially if employed

sporadically and/or by only a few districts, result in
possibly further inequities

{PARC, 1984).

Figure 1.2

represents the distribution of state and local revenues
under the MFP coupled with local discretionary funds
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I

11

MFP
Cost

-

III

Required
Local Effort

=

State
Share

Figure 1.1. Conceptualization of components of the
Minimum Foundation Program in Louisiana.

I
MFP
Cost

II

=

ill

Required
= State
Local Effort
Share

+

t

+

1
1
1
1
1
J
1
1
1

(less a
percentage
if not
fully
funded)

IV
-additional local
effort
-sales tax revenue
-royalties, rents
and leases from
school-owned lands
-revenue sharing
funds

Figure 1.2. Components of the Louisiana Miminum Foundation
Program and available local discretionary funds.
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available in varying degrees to local districts.
Component IV represents areas of revenue available to
local districts, yet not included in the MFP.
In using the taxable assessed property valuation
per pupil as a measure of the local fiscal capacity, the
state financial plan bypasses the revenue generated by
local sales tax and that generated from rents, leases
and royalties on school owned land.

In effect,

this

allows for the use of discretionary dollars in certain
parish districts.

The ability-to-pay through the use

the sales tax capacity,

and the effort put forth at each

local level, of course varies,
rental/land lease sources.

as does the revenue from

Nevertheless, both sources

of revenue may be significant in determining local
fiscal capacity and may thus impact on both fiscal
neutrality and expenditure disparity.

In other words,

if local funding of schools is provided through sources
not considered in the state allocation formula, greater
levels of inequality in school spending may occur.
Significance of the Study
Several factors suggest that the equity question be
examined in Louisiana.

Amendments and statutes have

altered the implementation of the MFP since 1977-78,
first full year of implementation as described in the
1974 Constitution.

Of specific interest is Act 619

the
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(1975) which revoked the inclusion of local revenues
from royalties and land leases in the MFP formula for
determining local support

(Gremillion, 1976).

For

example, in 1981-82, seven parish school systems
received over 10% of local revenue from RLL revenue.

Of

these, four received over 20% and one district received
nearly 50 percent.

Non-inclusion of this local revenue

v

source in the MFP has likely distorted significantly the
equality in the distribution of per-pupil revenue.

This

factor, alone or in combination with others, may have
significantly affected the degree of equity among
students in the state.
In addition,

there presently exist several

indicators which point to the need for a current fiscal
equity study in regard to the state's program and
procedure for determining funding levels.

These

include:
1) The current interest in widening tax bases,
including arguments both for and against the
elimination of the homestead exemption.
Proponents view such a move as a viable means
of generating not only more dollars for
schools, but also more stable dollars.
Opponents see it as either a regressive trend
or an additional means of extracting dollars
from already overburdened taxpayers.
Such a
move, of course, prompts heated discussions of
local control issues.
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2) A 1983 State Department of Education Task
Force recommendation to adopt an alternative
funding formula.
The Task Force recommended
that a District Power Equalizing Program
replace the Minimum Foundation Program.
3) Litigation regarding the ability of the
Minimum Foundation Program to provide equi
table funding to students {Scarnato et al &
Orleans Par. Sch. Brd. v. Parker et a l . 1976,
and Livingston. La. Sch. Bd. v. La. St. Bd. of
Educ. 1987).
Although both have been settled
in favor of the state, the interest in
equality of funding remains high.
With regard to the design of the study, this
researcher has chosen to conduct a longitudinal inves
tigation for the following reasons.

Because Louisiana

has incurred a volatile economy since 1978, local
governments, including school districts, have had to
continually adjust to fluctuating revenues from mineral
sources, increased reliance on sales tax capacity and
reduction in both state and federal funding.

A longi

tudinal assessment encompassing these volatile years may
best capture the trends and/or fluctuations in the
relationship between revenue and local capacity as well
as the degree of disparity in distribution of revenue
per pupil, thereby providing a more accurate picture of
two dimensions of equitable funding.
Hickrod and his associates

Furthermore,

(1979) recommend greater use

of longitudinal analysis in assessing equity issues.
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Endnotes

1 For a graphic presentation of basic models and
accompanying description,

see Jones,

1985;

for a

comprehensive discussion and illustration of adapta
tions,

see Geske and Cohn, forthcoming.

2 The use of fiscal neutrality in this context is
not to be confused with the economic principle of fiscal
neutrality in which the revenue and expenditure dimen
sions of taxation have no impact on private sector
behavior.

For a comprehensive discussion of fiscal

neutrality as an economic principle,

see Herber,

1983,

pp. 96-99.
3 A detailed analysis of wealth-related cases,
especially those since 1978, is provided by LaMorte and
Williams,

1985.

4 The national data includes both dependent and
independent school districts.

Dependent school dis

tricts receive a portion of their local revenue from the
municipal government which in turn receives its major
portion from property tax e s .

This municipal revenue is

not included in these percentages thus the actual
national percentage of local school revenue derived from
property tax is likely to be much higher.

CHAPTER II
REVIEW OF RELATED LITERATURE
The purpose of this chapter is to provide a review
of selected literature relevant to this study.
literature is partitioned into three areas:

The

(a) that

which pertains to equity, including conceptual frame
works and evaluations,
neutrality,
measures,

(b) that which pertains to fiscal

including a conceptual model and alternative

and {c ) that which pertains to local sources

of school revenue.
General Equity Frameworks and Studies
"Equity refers to the notion of distributive
justice and fairness in educational systems"
1982, p. 334).

(Geske,

That which is just or fair in educa

tional finance requires personal judgement.

As a value,

equity is limited in use unless empirically and quantitively defined
1982).

(Hickrod, Chaudhari, Hubbard and Lee,

At least two frameworks for defining and

measuring equity have developed in tandem with the
equity studies of the 1970s.

Alexander's

(1982) equity

hierarchy centers on students, whereas a framework
developed by Berne and Stiefel
either students or taxpayers.
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(1984)

is adaptable to
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Alexander's Equity Hierarchy
Alexander's

(1982) hierarchal framework is useful

for evaluating continual development of school finance
formulas

(Geske, 1983).

Stemming from philosophical and

legal roots, four major concepts— commutation,

equal

distribution, restitution and positivism— directed at
child equity are arranged in ascending order, with the
highest level requiring the greatest degree of state
support.
Level one, or commutation, assumes that equity
exists when each individual decides for him/herself the
level of benefits to be enjoyed.
mental action is required;

thus,

No corrective govern
there is little

intergovernmental aid.
Equal distribution, or horizontal equity, exists
when intergovernmental aid remedies disparities by
providing an equal amount of dollars for a particular
service.
Restitution enlarges the equity concept by requir
ing increased state involvement to correct undesirable
conditions brought about by goverment action
1983).

(Geske,

Equity is served when government can insure that

all individuals have had equal opportunity and when
legislation is not responsible for determining winners
and losers.
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Positivism requires the state to resolve any
disparity in benefits among individuals regardless of
the cause.

This uppermost level equity is associated

with R a w l s ' conceptualization of redistribution to
equalize or even increase the advantage of the least
favored.
Berne and Stiefel's Framework
A second framework developed by Berne and Stiefel
(1984) is especially useful for evaluating equity.
Limitations are placed on an equity assessment through
the choice of responses to four specific questions.
Decisions concerning 1) which group,

2) what object,

3)

which principle and 4) which summary statistic(s)
significantly narrow the concept of equity to be
researched.

A brief discussion of each question

follows.
Equity for whom?

Finance systems should provide

equity to both pupils and taxpayers.

The benefits of an

education enhance the student's life and spill over to
enhance the lives of those with whom he interacts.
Taxpayers pay for services provided students,
burden, if strongly inequitable,

and the

can be rejected by

those taxpayers.
What services or resources should be distributed?
The object of distribution depends upon the response to

question one.

When students are the chosen group, three

objects might be considered:

(a) educational inputs,

usually measured by revenues or expenditures;
educational outputs

(b)

(e.g., the results of the schooling

system as measured by achievement tests); and (c) pupil
outcomes

(e.g., the lifetime results of schooling such

as income, status or profession).

If tapayers are the

chosen group, two objects might be considered:

(a) the

tax burden of the individual as a percentage of his
ability-torpay, and. (b) the benefits received from the
taxpayer's t a xes.
Which equity principle assesses fair distribution?
When students are the consideration,
principles apply:

the following three

(a) "equal treatment of equals" in

which all pupils are considered to be eligible for equal
shares;

(b) "unequal treatment of unequals" in which

differences among pupils
vantaged, bilingual)

(e.g., handicapped, disad

are recognized and eligibility for

unequal shares is presumed; and (c) the "equal oppor
tunity" principle in which concern for equal access and
non-discrimination are combined.
The conceptual framework of equity principles for
taxpayers is not yet well developed.

On those occasions

when the tax burden is the object, the principles of
horizontal and vertical equity in regard to taxpayers'

ability to pay are most often considered.
fits received" is of concern,

When "bene

the "equal yield for equal

effort" principle is satisfied when "school districts
that tax themselves at the same rate received equal
amounts for each student"

(Berne and Stiefel,

1984,

p. 42).

A second principle, similar but broader in

concept,

is satisfied when distribution of educational

services is determined by taxpayer preference, rather
than ability-to-pay.

Methodological and conceptual

issues need to be resolved concerning this principle.
How is equity to be measured?

Numerous statistical

procedures are available for measuring equity.

Several

univariate statistics, measuring the spread in the
distribution,
equity.

are available for assessing horizontal

Relationship statistics,

and elasticity measures,

including regressions

assess equal opportunity.

Vertical equity, the most difficult principle to
measure, uses weighted dispersion measures and/or
regression relationship measures.

In most studies, more

than one statistic is selected, in part because a
particular statistic is often directly linked to the
value emphasized and in part because multiple statisti
cal procedures aid in comparing results across different
studies.
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Findings and Contributions from Equity Evaluations
Cohn and Geske

(forthcoming)

summarize the findings

of recent evaluations, most of which grew out of the
school finance reform movement of the 1970s.

The

criteria of revenue disparity among pupils was included
in all evaluations,

and most addressed the issue of

wealth neutrality.

This summary, presented in Appendix

A, includes results from national, multi-state and
single state assessments and represents studies which
are both cross-sectional and longitudinal in nature.
In addition to assessments of equity,

the evalu

ations expanded conceptual and methodological issues.
General findings of the studies, although not unanimous,
indicate little progress in alleviating disparity among
students

(Carroll and Park, 1983) and only modest

success in increasing fiscal neutrality
forthcoming).

(Cohn and Geske,

The following sections review results

from major studies and list significant contributions
made to school finance evaluation procedures
measurement,

scope, standardization,

(e.g.,

etc).

Findings from Studies
Berne and Stiefel

(1984) conclude,

from their

comprehensive analyses of the research through 1982,
that equal treatment of equals improved through 1960,
but did not maintain that trend through the 1960s and

1970s.

Cohn and Geske

(forthcoming) report that the

reform efforts of the 1970s produced little shifting of
resources from the more advantaged to the less advan
taged students.

A 1981 study (see McLoone, Golladay,

and Sonnenberg in Appendix A) supports this summation.
Those authors found,

in examining data both among and

within states, that expenditure inequality, on a
national basis, was unchanged-over a seven year period.
In addition, no changes in expenditure patterns within
states were identified

(Cohn and Geske,

In a five-state equity evaluation

forthcoming).

(California, Florida,

Michigan, Kansas, and New M e x i c o ) , per-pupil revenue
distributions among dichotomous groups
black/white,

(i.e.,

small/large, urban/non-urban) were found to

be unaffected by reforms in the state revenue distribu
tion plan

(Carroll and Parks, 1983).

Researchers comparing three states over time
reported that the greatest progress had been made in
regard to the goal of unconditional fiscal neutrality,
but considerable differences were evident from state to
state

(Hickrod, Chaudhari, Hubbard and Lundeen, 1980).
Nearly all individual state evaluations included

assessments of fiscal neutrality and variation in
revenue per pupil and were initiated in response to a
reformulation of the state finance program.

Currently,
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these studies outnumber the multi-state studies.
Researchers have cite complexity, cost, and the in
dividual nature of state funding systems as factors
inhibiting the application of the usual procedures to
multi-state situations

(Hickrod, Chaudhari, Hubbard and

Lee,

these researchers report that the

1982).

Moreover,

individual state studies have,

for the most part,

demonstrated less than satisfactory results
Hickrod,

{see

Chaudhari and Hubbard, 1985; Cohn and Geske,

forthcoming).
Of significant interest to this study are the
single state studies which utilize data over a span of
years.

These studies allow for an assessment of the

longitudinal effects of finance formulas.

Hickrod and

his associates at the Center for the Study of Education
al Finance at Illinois State University are considered
forerunners in this area, having assessed equity goals
in Illinois since 1973.

The longitudinal studies from

Illinois indicate an initial increase in both fiscal
neutrality and equal treatment of equals and a subse
quent decrease in these equity dimensions from 1973 to
1986

(Hickrod et al., 1985).
In addition to Hickrod's analyses, each of two

studies evaluating two different states over a four year
period report that student equity had worsened.

Goertz

(1983) reported that the New Jersey funding plan, even
with increased state aid, was assessed as being more
inequitable.

In Pennsylvania, equality with respect to

both disparity and wealth neutrality worsened after
reform

(Fowler and Frier, 1981).

The Pennsylvania

study's results concerning fiscal neutrality do vary
depending on whether property valuations or income was
used as the specification of local district capacity.
Contributions to Procedures
The early national studies made significant
contributions to the advancement of evaluation proce
dures in educational finance.
mission on School Finance

The President's Com

(1972), using three measures

of expenditure range ratios, was the first attempt to
calculate expenditure disparity nationally.

During the

late 1960s and early 1970s, the National Educational
Finance Project provided early analyses of all fifty
state school finance programs and was the "first effort
to compare state school finance programs in terms of
relative resource equity across each state's pupil and
taxpayer populations"

(Johns and Magers, 1978, p . 376).

The lack of equivalent data in the early studies
prompted the National Center for Education Statistics
(NCES) to develop state profiles which encouraged the
provision of more uniform collection of data, thereby
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enabling assessments to be made among states

(Cohn and

Geske, forthcoming).
Brown et al.(1978)

addressed the fiscal equity

issues of 1) equal treatment of equals and 2} equal
opportunity

(i.e., the relationship between per-pupil

expenditure and property w e a l t h ) .

Despite flaws in the

study1 , the introduction of the coefficient of variation
as a calculation provided a measure of the entire area
of disparity,

and, for the first time, a longitudinal

comparison of two points in time.
Commission for the States

A 1979 Education

(ECS) study utilized a greater

number of measures to examine per-pupil revenue di s 
parities and the property wealth-revenue relationship
(Cohn and Geske,

forthcoming).

The preceding information provides a skeletal
sketch of the growing concern among researchers involv
ing methodological issues, definitions and limitations.
Fiscal Neutrality and Capacity Measures
Additional sources of revenue at the local level
have been considered capable of having a positive effect
on reducing the relationship between expenditures per
pupil and the local measure of wealth,
capacity.

Harrison

or fiscal

(1976) has illustrated the relation

ship between per-pupil expenditures and local capacity
and the influence that additional sources of revenue
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might have on that relationship.

A brief description of

the fiscal neutrality explanation developed by Harrison
follows.

It is then re-structured to illustrate the

more recent emphasis on including additional sources of
local revenue as measures of local fiscal capacity.
Fiscal Neutrality Illustration
Harrison

(1976)’s diagrammatic representation is

intended to illustrate how non-property taxes, among
other sources of revenue, would decrease the relation
ship between the designated measure of fiscal capacity
and expenditures per pupil.
measure of wealth,
pupil.

He used the traditional

assessed valuation of property per

The diagram in Figure 2.1 represents the causal

relationship between the measure of fiscal capacity
and expenditures per pupil
factors constant,

(B).

(A)

Holding all other

it predicts that increments in any one

of the intervening variables

(C), will reduce the

relationship between A and B, thereby increasing fiscal
neutrality.
However,

if the diagram were restructured to

support the position that local fiscal capacity should
include major sources of local revenue,
adaptation of Harrison's model,
2.2, is more representative.

then the

illustrated in Figure

Non-property taxes in this

instance now become a part of the local fiscal capacity.
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(A) Fiscal Capacity Measure
Property Valuation
Intergovernmental
Aid
Non-Property Taxes
(B)

Revenues
(Expenditures)
Per Pupil

Figure 2.1 Representation of the Causal Relationship
Between Fiscal Capacity and Expenditures Per Pupil
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Fiscal Capacity Measure
(A) Property
I Non-Property
Valuation I Tax

(C) Aid

<+ )

1

Revenues
(B) (Expenditures)
Per Pupil

Figure 2.2. Alternative Representation of the Causal
Relationship Which Captures Additional Local Revenues

By including this local source of revenue as a factor in
section A, non-property taxes are no longer considered
an intervening factor but are, instead, an additional
causal factor that may likely increase the relationship
between A and B.

The intervening variables remaining in

section C are left with the responsibility of lessening
the relationship between local fiscal capacity and
expenditures per pupil, i.e., equalizing expenditures
per pupil within the state so that the c h i l d ’s education
is not a function of his district, but of the state as a
whole.
As non-property taxes actually become a factor in
the fiscal capability of the local districts to support
schools,

local ability to support schools will increase.

If measurement of ability-to-pay does not change, then
the incongruence between ability and actuality may be
exacerbated.

State funds are meant to equalize revenues

per pupil so that each student in the state is supported
equally {at least for basic services).

State funds are

determined partly by the fiscal capacity of the local
district. If non-property taxes are used, but not
included as part of the measure of local ability-to-pay,
the relationship between fiscal capacity and revenue per
pupil is likely to grow.

As local alternatives in

crease, measurement of local ability to support
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education may have to be readjusted, expanded or
changed.

A portion of the school finance research of

the late 1970s investigated alternative measures of
fiscal capacity, and the results and progression of
these studies follow.
Alternative Measures
The complexity of assessing fiscal neutrality has
increased as researchers have become more aware of
factors

(eg. socio-economic status, regional cost

differences)

affecting the relationship between wealth

of a district and expenditures per pupil.
property valuation,

Per-pupil

the predominant revenue source for

school districts, has traditionally been considered the
sole measure of fiscal capacity.

This assumption has

come under scrutiny as a result of the reforms of the
1970s, resulting in investigations into the components
which make up the fiscal capacity of a district

(Adams

and Odden, 1981).
Ladd

(1975), for instance,

analyzed composition of

the wealth base of property valuation.
industrial,

She identified

commercial and residential components of the

property base and weighted them in relation to their
impact on spending.

Her findings suggest that the

traditional measure of capacity

( i.e., market value per
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pupil)

overstates fiscal capacity in low-income, high

industrial areas and in high poverty communities.
Feldstein

(1975) employed an extensive set of

factors affecting expenditures
property,

(i.e., per cent resident

state and federal aid, income, measures of

public and private enrollments, and pupil growth rate).
These factors statistically adjusted the local property
wealth measure, making it more precise.

Feldstein

(1975) was one of the first to include income as a
component of local fiscal capacity.

This action

prompted other researchers to question the appropriate
ness of using only property to measure the capacity of a
local school district to support education.

Odden

(1977), for example, reasoned that income per capita or
income per pupil could serve as an alternative because
in most states, the income base is the logical inclusion
of an alternative or additional measure of the fiscal
capacity of the district to support its schools.
The research concerned with designating income as a
local wealth, or capacity, measure is included here for
two reasons.

First, the current body of empirical

knowledge related to alternative wealth measures is
based on income as the capacity factor.

Second, the on

going and reactive responses of school finance resear
chers to the emergence of increasingly more complex
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issues related to measuring and/or combining capacities
is illustrated in this literature.
Early research concerning alternative tax bases as
measures of fiscal capacity focused on income per capita
or income per pupil as the alternative to property tax
valuation per pupil.

Hickrod and his associates, for

example, report conflicting results when assessing the
relationship between expenditure per pupil and fiscal
capacity, first when defined traditionally as property
valuation per pupil, and secondly, when defined as
income per pupil.
A major consideration which evolved from early
investigations of alternative measures of wealth
concerned procedural issues related to combining factors
(Adams and Odden,

1981).

The majority of results

indicated that factors should be combined multiplicatively

(e.g., the 1975 studies of both Ladd and Feld

stein) , although the results from a few studies
suggested the use of an additive method that included
weighting the current income measure
Odden,

(cited in Adams and

1981) .

Proposals advocating the use of ratios to combine
local tax bases were then explored.

Thornton

(1981)

directed a major effort toward the determination of a
satisfactory method for deciding ratios of compound
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bases.

He suggested that the partial correlation of

income per pupil and per-pupil property valuation with
expenditure per pupil be the basis for deciding how to
include income in a school formula.
Hickrod et al.

In concurring,

(1982) suggested that an exploration of

the method might provide a general guideline as to what
might eventually be allocated based upon income versus
property valuation.
Some research surrounding the use of income as an
alternative specification of local fiscal capacity
evolved from actual assessments of state funding
systems.

For instance, state studies in Missouri, Rhode

Island, Connecticut, Maryland, Pennsylvania and Kansas
emerged from the reform efforts directed at including
income in the state's financial program as a measure of
local ability-to-pay

(Adams and Odden,

1981).

The unique formula of New York state was of
particular interest

(cited in Hickrod et al, 1982).

Income was introduced in its own special allocation
formula and no attempt was made to change the basic
definition of district wealth in the general aid
formula, which remains property valuation per student.
Hickrod et al.

(1982) determined this methodology to be

practical, if not "theoretically elegant"

(since no

common measurement of district wealth was developed).
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The separate introduction of income allowed the New York
legislature to clearly indicate specific allocations
related to the income and property assessment bases.
The alternatives considered as measures of local
wealth, or fiscal capacity, have logically extended
beyond the income base.
example,

Hickrod

(1985) stated,

for

that the measure of wealth per pupil could be

property valuations, or family income, or "some mixture
of the two, or indeed,

something else"

(p. 14).

Other

researchers have suggested that the specific tax bases
to which local districts have legal access for generat
ing revenue be considered in determining the fiscal
capacity of the local district
Morphet and Alexander,1983).

(Johns, 1977; Johns,
Mikesell

(1984), in fact,

advocated indices combining property with other bases
(i.e., income, sales) as a more complete approximation
of the fiscal capacity of an individual district.
At least one researcher has assessed the fiscal
neutrality of a state in which both income and sales tax
receipts were an actual part of the measure of local
ability to pay for schools.

Jones

(1984), in an

unpublished disseration, compared fiscal neutrality
results in Virginia, using the traditional local measure
of property valuation

(in place before reforms estab

lished alternative measures for the formula)

and the
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Virginia Local Composite Index as measures of fiscal
capacity.

This index included true property valuation,

personal income and taxable retail sales.

Results with

the index indicated a "marginal increasing dependence of
school revenues on local fiscal capacity"

(p. 127) while

relatively little difference over time was shown when
the traditional wealth measure was applied.
The single or multiple specifications of local
capacity used by a state in its development of a funding
formula are not necessarily the source, or sources,
employed by local districts in their efforts to raise
public school revenue.

When reviewing the literature

surrounding alternative capacity specifications, it is
important to remain cognizant of this distinction
between local use of non-property tax revenue as an
actual revenue source

{i.e., sales receipts, income tax,

mineral source revenue)

and the states' use of non

property tax bases as a measure of ability-to-pay

(i.e.,

the basis for determining local effort or chargeback in
distribution formulas).
Data from the late 1970s provides a clarifying
example.

Of sixteen states actually reporting non

property tax revenue
support for schools

(i.e . ,income) as a local source of
(Mikesell, 1984), only three

(Maryland, Connecticut and Rhode Island) utilized income
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as a specification of ability-to-pay in finance formulas
(ECS, 1978).

Local districts in two other states,

(Missouri and Kansas) received no local tax revenue from
non-property bases, but income was used as a specifica
tion of local ability to support schools in the state
formula

(See Mikesell,

1984, for discussion).

Sources of Local Revenue
Property taxes have provided most of the revenues
for financing local schools.

Local school districts,

in

attempting to finance new programs and schools, have
sought alternatives to this single base.

Arguments

against increasing the use of the property tax have been
based on concern for equity, economic growth, ad
ministration difficulties,
among school districts

and disparities in the base

(Mikesell, 1984).

School finance researchers generally agree that
increased intergovernmental aid reduces horizontal
equity problems

(see, for example, Hickrod et al. 1982,

and the discussion in Mikesell, 1984).

Although

increased intergovernmental aid has been suggested as
one alternative source of school revenue
1976; Mikesell,

(Harrison,

1984), the present constriction of state

and federal funds is not likely to allow additional
revenue to flow to districts.

Mikesell

(1984) has examined the use of nonproperty

tax sources as alternatives to funding schools.

He

notes that Kentucky, Pennsylvania, and Louisiana report
substantial portions of local school district tax
revenue from nonproperty taxes

(15,5%, 22.26%, and

53.49% of total local taxes in 1976-77, respectively),
while the latter two have the "greatest aggregate
reliance on school district nonproperty taxes"

(p. 471).

Mikesell's assessment of the degree of divergence from
equality for the property tax and the non-property tax
in both Pennsyslvania and Louisiana resulted in two
significant findings.

When both taxes and inter

governmental assistance were combined, the disparity in
expenditure per pupil was "far less than for either tax
base alone"

(p. 473).

When a comparison was made

betweeen the disparity evidence associated with non
property tax revenue versus the disparity results
associated with property tax revenue, greater ambiguity
was indicated.
Louisiana is unique in that local districts raise
more school revenue through the sales tax than through
the property tax base

(see Table 1-2).

Louisiana's

state equalization formula, however, does not take into
consideration the local school revenue generated through
use of the sales tax when computing the local contribu
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tion to the MFP.

Therefore,

to the degree that local

districts rely on the sales tax and not on the property
tax, the designated capacity measure used in the MFP
does not reflect the fiscal capacity of the local
district.
In 1980, a study done in Louisiana by Alexander and
his associates suggested that continued reliance on the
sales tax would likely have a disequalizing effect on
revenues per pupil.

Furthermore,

the relationship

between revenue per pupil and local wealth,

if wealth

included both property tax valuation and and the sales
tax capacity, would become more disparate,

i.e., the

relationship between local fiscal capacity and revenue
per pupil would intensify.

The researchers concluded

that sales revenue should be considered in the state
definition of local fiscal capacity.
Summary
The purpose of this chapter has been to review
literature pertaining 1) to the general concepts of
equity and related empirical studies,

2) to the specific

concept of fiscal neutrality and research associated
with alternative specifications of fiscal capacity, and
3) to inquiries concerning alternative sources of local
support for schools.
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Endnotes
1 For a more detailed discussion see Guthrie,
also Johns and Magers,

1978.

1980;

CHAPTER III
CONCEPTUAL FRAMEWORK AND METHODOLOGY

Conceptual Framework
Berne and Stiefel's

(1984) framework for assessing

equity in state public school finance systems guided
this investigation.

This framework offered alternative

conceptions of equity based on responses to each of four
questions.
Chapter II.

These questions were examined in detail in
For this study, L ouisiana’s public school

finance system was evaluated in terms of equity for
students, as opposed to equity for taxpayers.
Table 3-1 summarizes the framework and presents the
relevant choices guiding this study.

The input factor

of adjusted state-local revenues per pupil was the
object of fair distribution.

The two principles used to

determine fair distribution included
opportunity and

(a) equalization of

(b) equal treatment of equals.

Dis

tributions of school revenues were examined for school
years 1977-78, 1979-80,

1981-82, 1983-84, and 1985-86.

The year 1977-78 was the first year of full implementa
tion of the Minimum Foundation Program in Louisiana as
described in the 1974 Constitution,

and 1985-86 was the

last year for which data were available.
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These revenue

I
TABLE 3-1
litncltlaftl Conceptual Framework
For Organizing Alternative School
Finance Concept* and Choices

Queation* Which
Pinpoint Equity

Choice

Who H k n up th«
group for which ochool
finance ayatene ahould
be equitable?

-Studenta
-Taxpayer*

Studenta

What la tha objyct
to be fairly
dlatributed?

-Input*
-Output*
-Outcowe*

Inputa

What prlnclplea are
ueed to determine tha
fair diatributlon?

-Equal Opportunity
-Equal Treatment of Bquala
-Unequal Treatment of Unequal*

what quantitative *eaauraa are uaed to
aaaaaa tha degree
of equity?

Source:

Defined aa

Fupll* in Average
Dally MemberahlplADH)

Revenue* Per Pupil

Equal
Opportunity

Fiacal Neutrality

Equal Treataent
of Equal*

Oiaparlty In Revenue*
Per Pupil

-Kalationahip Statlatlea

Fiaeal Neutrality:

-Wealth-weighted
Clni coefficient
-Xegreaalon alopa
-Elaatlclty coefficient

-Univariate Dlapareion StaMatl'**

Diaparity in Revenue*
Far Fupll:

-Coefficient of
Variation
-HcLoone Index
-Federal P.ange
Ratio

Adapted Iron Berne and Stiefel.

(19C4), p. 9.
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distributions were explored quantitatively by using
selected statistical measures which are described in
detail in the methodology section.
The principle of "equal opportunity" was of primary
importance in this investigation.

It states that there

"should not be differences according to
characteristics that are considered
illegitimate, such as property wealth per
pupil, . . .[or] fiscal capacity. . . . For
example, this principle would require that
there be no relationship between expenditures,
resources, programs, outcomes, and per-pupil
wealth or fiscal capacity." (Berne and
Stiefel, 1984, p.17).
This principle was represented by the standard of fiscal
neutrality which specifies that local fiscal capacity
and revenue per pupil should not be related.
For this investigation,

local fiscal .capacity was

alternately specified by three- definitions.
specification,

The first

taxable assessed property valuation per

ADM, was defined as the total assessed value of property
less exempted property divided by the number of students
in ADM in each district.

The second specification,

sales tax capacity per ADM, was derived from dividing
district sales tax revenue by the tax rate applied in
each school district,
ADM.1

and then dividing by district

The third specification of local fiscal capacity

was determined by summing district taxable assessed
property valuation and sales tax capacity

(as calculated
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in the second definition) before dividing by district
ADM.
Changes in the relationship between each of the
three specifications and revenue per ADM provided an
assessment of whether the state's equal opportunity
increased, decreased or remained the same during the
nine-year period of time this study examined.
The second principle of equal treatment of equals
states that students who are similarly situated should
receive equal shares of any object.

For purposes of

this study it was assumed that a s t u d e n t ’s basic
education would be funded before revenue was allocated
for the special needs of students.

Thus, only revenue

expended for basic education was subject to measurement.
The principle of equal treatment of equals was represen
ted by the degree of disparity in per-pupil revenue.
The state's school finance system moved closer to or
further from equality as the disparity in per-pupil
revenue either decreased or increased.
Basic revenue

(i.e., adjusted state-local revenue)

was defined as the sum of

(a) local revenue intended for

the basic education of public K-12 students enrolled for
the academic year,
and

(b) state non-categorical revenue,

(c) federal Impact Aid revenue

(PL 81-874).

Speci

fically excluded were all other federal revenues, state
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categorical revenues

(e.g., aid to the disadvantaged,

vocational education and special education,

interest on

school improvement funds and revenue for post K-12
programs),

and local targeted revenue

(i.e., summer

tuition and support for community programs)

as well as

state and local revenues for capital outlay and debt
service.2

District basic revenue, divided by district

ADM, comprised the variable per-pupil revenue.
Methodology
The study was guided by the following research
questions.
1) Has fiscal neutrality changed for alternate
years from 1977-78 through 1985-86, when the
fiscal capacity of a district is defined as
taxable assessed property valuation per ADM,
and, if so, in what direction?
2) Has fiscal neutrality changed for alternate
years from 1977-78 through 1985-86, when the
fiscal capacity of a school district is
defined as sales tax capacity per ADM, and, if
so, in what direction?
3) Has fiscal neutrality changed for alternate
years from 1977-78 through 1985-86, when the
fiscal capacity of a school district is
defined as combined taxable assessed property
valuation per ADM and sales tax capacity per
ADM, and, if so, in what direction?
4) Has disparity in revenue per ADM changed
for selected years from 1977-78 through 198586, and, if so, in what direction?
Explanations for the two equity dimensions,
fiscal neutrality and

(b) degree of disparity in

(a)
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revenues per pupil,

and accompanying limitations and

operationalizations follow.
Dimension One: Fiscal Neutrality
Two definitions of fiscal neutrality have emerged
as a result of the equity studies.
tional" fiscal neutrality,

The first,

"uncondi

is concerned only with the

relationship between revenues and fiscal capacity of a
school district and ignores pertinent mediating vari
ables, such as tax rates and district need.

The second,

"conditional" fiscal neutrality, is more comprehensive
in that an attempt is made to control for, or parcel
out, the effects of factors such as tax rates.
former definition,

The

the more widely-used of the two, is

the appropriate choice for this inquiry since the degree
of neutrality between revenue per pupil and local fiscal
capacity was investigated without adjusting for the
impact of local tax rates.
The equity dimension of fiscal neutrality was
measured by three relationship statistics.
measures,

Two of the

the simple slope and the simple elasticity,

were based on simple regression analysis in which perpupil capacity and per-pupil revenue are the independent
and dependent variables, respectively.

First, the slope

of the regression line was calculated.

Second, an

elasticity, using the value of the slope in combination
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with the mean values of the variables, was computed.

A

third measure was the computation of a Lorenz curve and
accompanying "wealth-weighted" Gini coefficient.
Regression Slope
Fiscal neutrality can be measured through the use
of a simple regression when a measure of magnitude is
desired (Berne and Stiefel,
finance context,

1984).

In the school

the slope in the regression equation is

the actual indicator of magnitude of inequality.3

This

statistic was calculated using the following formula for
computing the

"bivariate slope from the pupil-weighted

bivariate regression"

(Berne and Stiefel, 1984, p. 29):
_

n

S

ADMi

(Ri - R)

_

(Wi - W)

1= 1

b

where ADMi

-----------------------------H
_
5 1 ADMi (Wi - W )2
i- i

,

is the average daily membership of the ith

district, Ri

is the per-pupil revenue, Wi is the per-

pupil capacity,

and R and W are the means of the per-

pupil revenue and per-pupil capacity distributions,
respectively.
zero,

The closer the value of the slope is to

the closer the state's funding system is to being

fiscally neutral.

The slope, however,

is subject to

distortion if constant percentage changes occur in
either of the variables.

This is especially troublesome
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in an inquiry over time.

Berne and Stiefel

(1984)

recommend that additional measures be used to supplement
the results obtained from using the regression slope.4
Elasticity Coefficient
An elasticity coefficient determines the percentage
of change in the dependent variable

(revenues per ADM)

in relation to a 1 percent change in the independent
variable

(a fiscal capacity specification).

Whereas the

slope and elasticity both measure the magnitude of the
relationship,

the elasticity, unlike the slope, is not

affected by distortions resulting from inflation or
equal proportional changes in the independent variable
(Berne and Stiefel, 1984).
Since the emphasis of this study was concerned with
changes over time (in which inflation and growth in
property values were factors), an elasticity

(which is

sensitive to change), based on each simple regression
was used as an additional measure of neutrality between
per-pupil revenue and fiscal capacity.

The formula for

the elasticity is
Wp
e = b -—
R

,

p

where b equals the slope of the regression line, and W P
and RP are the means

(pupil unit of analysis) of per-

pupil specified "wealth" values and per-pupil revenues
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respectively

(Berne and Steifel, 1984, p. 74).

As the

elasticity approaches 0, the relationship between perpupil revenue and capacity exhibits greater neutrality.
Lorenz Curve and Gini Coefficient
Another approach to measuring fiscal neutrality
involves the production of a mathematical index and an
associated graph

(the Lorenz curve)— both of which

represent the relationship between per-pupil revenues
and district per-pupil fiscal capacity
1985).

The index,

coefficient,
econometrics,

(Hickrod et al.,

termed the wealth-weighted Gini

is an adaptation of "an old tool in
the Gini coefficient

(sometimes known as

the coefficient of concentration)..."

which was a

univariate measure of per capita income inequality based
on the Lorenz curve

(Hickrod et al., 1987, p. 4).

Hickrod and his associates

(1980) have modified the

measure which, in its univariate form, is commonly used
in school finance research to assess the inequality in
per-pupil expenditures.

Their adaptation, which allows

for an assessment of the relationship between variables,
requires an initial ranking of districts from low to
high capacity before the calculation of deviations from
equality of per-pupil distributions.

These authors

report that this adaptation allows the student to serve
as the unit of analysis in the assessment of the
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relationship between the state-local revenue and the
capacity of local districts to support schools.
The following description of the procedure used for
calculating both the Lorenz curve and the Gini coeffi
cient was adapted from Hickrod et al.

(1980).

It

represents the procedure followed in this study.
1.

School districts were first ranked in ascend

ing order upon the specified definition of fiscal
capacity per ADM, and a cumulative percentage distribu
tion of pupils from poorest district to richest district
was formed.
2.

A similar cumulative distribution for total

revenues

(adjusted state-local, or basic, revenue) was

then formed.
3. A two-fold procedure was then observed.
the two cumulative distributions
were plotted against each other.

First,

(capacity and revenues)
Figure 3.1 is an

example of two possible results of such a plot.

When

local capacity is not a factor affecting revenues per
ADM

(i.e., the relationship is fiscally neutral),

the X-

Y plot of the two cumulative percentages, district
capacity

(weighted by pupils)

diagonal line
situation,

(OA).

and total revenues,

%
is the

This line represents the "ideal"

in which a specified percent of total revenue

( 0%, 10%...100%)

is received by an equal percent of
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eo-
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Percent of S tu d e n ts Ranked by W ealth

Figure 3.1 A Lorenz Curve representing inequality in
school finance.
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students

(0%, 10%...100%).

When, however, local

capacity influences the distribution of revenue per
pupil,

the plotting of the cumulative percentages

results in a curve

(B ), called the Lorenz curve, which

deviates from the diagonal line
forthcoming).
neutrality

(Cohn and Geske,

Greater deviations result in less

(i.e., greater inequality).

The second step produced a mathematical index
(which is the more common of the two measures)

represen

tative of the degree of neutrality between per-pupil
capacity and per-pupil revenue.

The calculations are

based on the following equation:
Area 1
Area I + Area II
where I is the area between the ideal line
plotted curve
curve

(B).

(OA) and the

(B) and II is the area beneath the plotted

The resultant value, ranging from 0 to 1, is

termed the wealth-weighted Gini coefficient.

The

smaller the value, the closer the state's public funding
system is to unconditional fiscal neutrality.
relation to the Lorenz curve,
the coefficient,

Iri

the larger the value of

the greater the departure of the curve

from the 45 degree line representing the line of equal
distribution.

The complete formula for computing the

Gini coefficient is provided in Appendix C.
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Dimension Two: Degree of Disparity
in Revenues Per Pupil
Since the early 1970s the judiciary considered
expenditures per pupil as "prima facie" evidence in
determining equity in a state school finance system
{Hickrod, Chaudhari, Hubbard and Lee, 1982, p. 1).
Carroll and Park

(1983), however,

access to revenues

consider variations in

{rather than expenditures)

as more

crucial in evaluating the effect of a finance system.
Furthermore, use of a revenue variable allows for the
separate assessment of the state-local system, by
excluding federal, state and local "targeted" aid that
is an inherent component of current expenditure per ADM
(Hickrod et al, 1982).

For these reasons, the disper

sion in the distribution of revenue per pupil

(rather

than expenditures per p u p i l ) , was the second equity
criterion to be assessed.
The degree of disparity in revenue per pupil is
measured by univariate statistics that capture the
variability in the dispersion of revenues in a given
distribution.

Several different measures can be used to

assess how far the distribution is from perfect
equality,

i.e.,

that point at which each student in the

distribution would receive the same dollar amount
and Stiefel,

1984).

Three measures,

(Berne

the Coefficient of
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Variation

(CV), the Federal Range Ratio

(FRR), and the

McLoone Index (MI) were selected to assess the degree of
disparity in revenue per pupil in this investigation.
Each, with its accompanying rationale,

is described

below.
Coefficient of Variation

(CV)

The coefficient of variation is considered sensi
tive to transfers from the upper level of the distribu
tion to the lower level,

"in that it would show more

equality (decrease in value)
occurred"

if such a redistribution

(Odden, Berne and Stiefel, 1979, p. 22).

The

CV is defined as the square root of the variance of perpupil revenues

(i.e., the standard deviation) divided by

the mean per-pupil revenue.

The CV is expressed

algebraically as

N
^

ADMi (Rp -Ri )

i= i

ADMi

CV
R

where ADMi

p

is average daily membership for the ith

district, Ri is revenue per pupil, and RP is mean
revenue per pupil

(Berne and Stiefel,

1984, p. 56).

The

further the CV moves from 0, the more inequitable is the
state school financing system (Berne and Stiefel,

1984).
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Federal Range Ratio

(FRR)

This measure was included since it is the desig
nated measure used in federal school regulations which
apply to the distribution of state financial aid.

It is

defined as the difference between the 95th and 5th
percentiles of the distribution of revenue per pupil
divided by the value at the 5th percentile.

The upper

and lower five percentiles are not included,

since they

could be construed as unrepresentative of the norm. It
is calculated as follows:
FRR = (R9 b - Ra ) / Rs ,
where Rg a and Rs
distribution

are the 95th and 5th percentiles of the

{Berne and Stiefel,

1984, p. 66).

As the

value moves closer to 0, the distribution of revenue per
pupil approaches equality.
McLoone Index

{MI)

This measure focuses only on the school revenue
distribution below the median.

The rationale for its

inclusion was that "bringing up low spending school
divisions" should be at least the minimum goal of an
equalization formula

(McLoone, 1974).

The McLoone Index

can be thought of as a ratio of "actual” to "ideal".
other words,

the MI is the ratio of actual per-pupil

revenue generated below the median to the sum of per-

In
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pupil revenue that would exist

(the ideal)

if each pupil

below the median received the median per-pupil revenue.
The MI was calculated in the following manner:

j

j

MI =

(S

ADMi Ri ) / (Mdnp S3 ADMi ) ,

i=i

where ADMi

i=i

is average daily membership for the ith

district, Ri is per-pupil revenue, Mdnp is the perpupil revenue for the median student, and J is the
district at the median level
p. 20).

(Berne and Stiefel, 1984,

The values range from 0 to 1.

This measure

differs from the others in this study in that the closer
the MI is to 1.0, the greater the equality for the
pupils below the median.
Data Collection
The necessary school financial information for
school years 1977-78, 1979-80, 1981-82,

1983-84 and

1985-86 was collected from the published annual reports
of the Louisiana State Department of Education and from
unpublished data submitted in individual district
reports to the State Department.

Data collected for

each parish/city school system for the selected years
included:
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1.

Average daily membership

(ADM)

2.

Taxable equalized assessed valuations of
property per ADM

3.

Property tax revenue

4.

Sales tax revenue

5.

Sales tax rates

6.

State revenue less debt service, capital
outlay, interest received from
categorical revenue accounts,
vocational education, special
education, adult education, and
transportation for vo-tec schools
and colleges

7.

Local revenue less debt service,
capital outlay, interest received
from categorical revenue accounts,
summer school tuition, and charges
for food preservation and canning
centers

8.

Revenue from Impact Aid

9.

Revenue from rents, royalties and
land leases of school-owned property

(PL 81-874}“

The adjusted state-local revenue per ADM was calcu
lated from items 1, 6, 7, 9 above.

Sales tax capacity

per ADM was calculated from items 1, 4 and 5 above.
Unit of Analysis
This study included the total population of
students enrolled in sixty-six public school city/parish
systems in Louisiana and was restricted to the provision
of basic services for kindergarten through grade 12.
District level data were analyzed by using a pupil unit
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of analysis which weights each variable

(i.e., revenue

per ADM, property value per ADM, sales tax capacity per
ADM, and combined capacity per ADM) by district ADM.
This procedure was applied consistently to each of the
formulas presented in the methodology section.6
Primary Data Analysis
The means, medians,

standard deviations,

for the four distributions,
calculated.

and ranges

for five years, were first

The previously described statistical

measures were then computed for each of the equity
dimensions,

and the following analysis was developed and

is reported in Chapter IV.
The equity dimension of fiscal neutrality was
analyzed by monitoring the movement toward or away from
a neutral relationship from 1977-78 to 1985-86 and
reporting, by measure,

the changes in unconditional

fiscal neutrality for each of the three specifications
of fiscal capacity.

That is, the results obtained from

measuring neutrality by the regression slope were
reported for the three capacities.

This was followed by

reporting the results for the elasticity with respect to
the three capacities and finally,

the results for the

Gini coefficient, again for the three capacities.
Organizing the data in this manner allowed for com-
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parison across capacities while holding the measure
constant.
The equity dimension of revenue inequality was
analyzed by assessing the tendency of the dispersion of
per-pupil revenue to move either towards or away from
equality through five assessment years from 1977-78 to
1985-86.

The findings for the disparity in revenue per

pupil were then combined with descriptive data
medians,

ranges,

etc.)

(means,

in order to elucidate the

inferences for equality associated with the results
obtained from using the CV, the FRR, and the MI.
Secondary Data Analysis
Since access to local revenue not accounted for in
a state's funding system may impact on inequality,
secondary analysis of the data,

a

concerned with the

interrelationship between local school district
rental/land-lease

(RLL) revenues,

total local school

district revenue, and combined state-local school
revenue, was conducted.
Three sources of local revenue are available to
several parishes in Louisiana.

In addition to the

property and sales tax capacities available to all
parish/city districts, RLL revenue

(i.e., royalties,

rents and leases from school-owned, mineral-rich
property), is a major local resource for at least three
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parish districts,

and a minor resource for several

others.
Support for such an investigation is based on two
assumptions.

First, increased magnitude in RLL revenue

(which is not included as a local source of support in
the MFPJ has been suggested as a possible contributor to
fiscal inequality for the state
1980).

(Alexander et al.,

On the other hand, a reduced dependence on this

source by "high-reliance" districts may likely force
those districts to increase dependency on sales tax
capacity or the property base.

Decreased fiscal

neutrality may result from the increased dependency on
the tax bases brought on by a decrease in local RLL
revenue.

This assessment was guided by the following

research question.
For districts receiving 1% or more of statelocal funds, (a) what is the interrelationship
among RLL, property tax and sales tax revenue,
and (b)have changes in reliance on RLL revenue
effected reliance on property and sales tax
bases?
The following limitations were imposed for this
analysis.

Only data from those districts receiving 1%

or more of their total revenue in 1977-78,

the first

year of the study, or in 1981-82, a peak year for state
wide RLL revenue, were included in the analysis.
Furthermore, revenues were not adjusted for debt
service, capital outlay or categorical aid.

That is,

all calculations were based on RLL revenue, total state
revenue and total local revenue.

In addition, all

calculations were in current dollars.
For parishes meeting the 1% criterion, the per
centage change in RLL revenue relative to total district
revenue from 1977-78 to 1981-82 and from 1981-82 to
1985-86 was determined.

Moreover,

the interrelationship

among revenues received from taxing property, taxing
retail sales, and renting and/or leasing school-owned
property at the local level was analyzed to determine
what shifts, if any, occurred among the three local
sources.
Summary
The purpose of this chapter was first to describe
briefly the conceptual framework guiding this study.
The methodology used to analyze the data was then
presented.

This included an explanation of two dimen

sions of student equity, their operationalizations, and
the format for presenting the results of the analyses.
Finally, the rationale supporting a secondary analysis
and its format for presenting results was explained.
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Endnotes
1 Sales tax capacity is a surrogate sales tax base.
Its calculation is determined by the equation Tax Base X
Tax Rate = Tax R e venue .

Since the school district sales

tax revenue and applied sales tax rate are known v a l u e s ,
the surrogate sales tax "base" for each school district
(i > was determined by:
Tax Basei

Tax Revenues!
= --------------Tax Ratei

For any given evaluation year, school districts not
utilizing the sales and use tax were eliminated from the
analysis.

Five districts

(Caldwell, Cameron,

LaSalle,

St. Helena,

and Union) did not levy a sales and use tax

in 1977-78.

Four of these districts had initiated the

sales tax by 1985-86, leaving Cameron as the only school
district at the close of the study not employing the
sales tax as a source of local support.
This researcher recognizes that there are some
conceptual problems with using sales tax capacity as a
base in the same manner that property valuation is used
as a base.

One major difference,

of course, is that

property valuation represents a stock of wealth, whereas
sales revenue represents a flow of dollars.

In addi

tion, the values associated with property are known a
priori, whereas only a post-assessment can provide a
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"base" associated with retail sales.

Nevertheless, both

represent a capacity, or ability, to support schools at
the local level and both are constitutionally approved
sources of local support.

As such, this researcher has

conducted an initial investigation of the association
between revenues and each of the capacities as part of
the assessment of fiscal neutrality.

Furthermore,

the

summation of the two bases, as a representation of a
more comprehensive local capacity,
combining capacities.

is only one method of

This initial effort, however, may

precede the formulation of more precise combinations
that represent local ability to support schools.
2 Basic revenue was calculated as follows from
unpublished data submitted to the state department:
(1) Federal Impact Aid plus
{2) Total state revenue,

less the summation of

(a) Vocational Education (three categories)
(b) Adult Education (five categories)
(c) Special Education (that reported as part of the
equalization formula plus that reported as part
of restricted funds)
(d) College and Vo-Tech Transportation
(e) Interest from 1981 Education Improvement and
Consolidation Act (ECIA)
(f) Debt Service/Building Fund
plus
(3)

Total local revenue,

less the summation of

(g) Summer school tuition
(h) Charges for food preservation and
centers
(i) Debt Service/Building Fund
(j) Interest on ECIA funds

canning
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3 Cohn

(1984) summarized two different interpreta

tions of fiscal neutrality.
Coons et al.

The first,

advocated by

(1970), implied a zero-order correlation

between wealth

(V)

represented by the
E = ai +

and per-pupil expenditures(E)

and was

equation:
bi V + ei ,

where ei is the error term.

The second interpretation,

put forth by Feldstein (1975) , suggested that fiscal
neutrality meant that the effect of wealth on expendi
tures was zero in a constant elasticity logarithmic
expression.

It was represented by the equation

E = a2 + b 2
where e2

is the error term.

a 2 , b i , and b 2
when bi or b 2
or b 2

InV + e2 ,
In either equation,

if ai ,

are real numbers, perfect equality exists
equals zero.

Inequality worsens when bi

are increased.
4 The correlation coefficient is often used to

measure the relationship between revenues and capacity.
Within the Berne and Stiefel

(1984) framework,

the

correlation represents "goodness-of-fit" rather than
"magnitude" of relation which was the focus of this
study.

Nevertheless, because the correlation is the

product of the regression slope times the ratio of
standard deviations of the two variables,

the data is

corrected for distortions caused by changes in the raw
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scores of the variables.

Therefore,

the correlations

are provided in Appendix B for readers interested in
this additional measure.
3 Funds from federal impact aid are intended to
offset property tax revenues lost due to federal
installations in taxing districts; such funds function
as local revenue, hence their inclusion as local
revenue.
6 In order to utilize a pupil unit of analysis,

the

state's school finance system is assumed to be a
distribution of pupils

(Berne and Stiefel, 1984, p. 51}.

The implicit assumption is that all pupils in the
district receive the average level of per-pupil state
and local revenues

(or per-pupil property valuation or

per-pupil sales capacity}.

In order to do this, a

district's state and local revenue per pupil is first
computed by dividing the total state and local revenues
in the district by the total number of pupils in the
district.

The district average for the variable per-

pupil revenues is then assigned to each pupil.

This

weights each district by the number of pupils in the
district.

Although both district and pupil unit of

analysyes can be calculated,

the pupil unit of analysis

is the preferred among finance researchers. The pupil
unit of analysis not only takes districts with greater

numbers of pupils into account more heavily than does
the district unit of analysis, but the procedure for
determining equality through the district unit of
analysis is more easily calculated from the pupil unit
of analysis than it would be if analyses were reversed
(Berne and Steifel,

1984).

CHAPTER IV
ANALYSIS AND FINDINGS
The purpose of this chapter is to report the
findings of the effect of the Louisiana public school
funding system on student equity.

The first section

presents the descriptive statistics for variables
associated with the study.

The second and third

sections reveal the results of the primary analysis
associated with two principles of student equity:
opportunity and equal treatment of equals.

equal

Section four

discloses the findings of a supplementary analysis of
the interrelationship among three sources of local
public schooling:
revenue,

local rental/land-lease

(RLL) school

and the receipts from local taxation of

property and sales.
Descriptive Statistics
Arrayed in Table 4-1 are the means, standard
deviations, maximum and minimum values, and accompanying
ranges for each variable used in this study for alter
nate years from 1977-78 to 1985-86.1

All variables were

weighted by the average daily membership in each of
sixty-six public school districts and were reported in
current dollars.

In addition,
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the state average daily
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TABLE 4 - 1

DESCRIPTIVE STATISTICS AND ANCILLARY DATA,
BY VARIABLE AND YEAR

Variable
and Measure

1977-7B

1979-80

1981-82

19B3-84

1985-86

*1,110
156
1,956
641
1,315

*1,489
257
3,094
1,180
1,914

*2,102
2B7
4,239
1,640
2,599

*2,216
342
5,041
1,679
3,362

*2,417
333
4.307
1,74B
2,559

8,057
7,220
54,017
1,961
52,056

9,831
8,043
55,514
2,577
52,937

12,976
12,189
63,862
3,059
80,603

13.928
13,279
90,548
3.465
87,083

32,634
13,748
60,405
9,931
70,474

43,184
19,099
106,364
10,950
95,414

44,827
19,854
113,003
11,761
101,242

43,213
20,B77
137,533
5,937
131,596

30,992
14,044
62,644
10,249
72,395

40,B3B
16,116
95,660
13,017
62,663

52,941
23,257
119,718
6,131
111,567

57,676
27,076
160,877
15,903
144,694

57,003
26,981
159,950
16,175
143,775

615,710

766,366

762,469

761,345

767,639

State Percent of
State-Local Revenue

64.72

61.47

60.61

59.17

59.94

Local Percent of
State-Local Revenue

35.28

36.53

39.19

40.83

40.06

REVENUE PER ADM:
Mean
Standard Deviation
Maximum Value
Minimum Value
Range

PROPERTY VALUE PER ADM:
Mean
Standard Deviation*
Maximum Value
Minimum Value
Range

7,028
5,172
37,816
1,675
36,141

SALES TAX CAPACITY 1
PER ADM:
Mean
Standard Deviation*
Maximum Value
Minimum Value
Range

23,994
11,024
66,020
6,660
59,440

COMBINED CAPACITIES PER ADM:
Mean
Standard Deviation*
Maximum Value
Minimum Value
Range
ANCILLARY DATA:
State ADM

(district weighted
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membership

(ADM) and state and local percentages of

state-local funds are included as ancillary data.
The descriptive statistics associated with the
dependent variable,

revenues per ADM, yielded the

following results.

The average revenue per ADM in

creased over the entire time-series, although the
magnitude of the increases decreased over the last two
assessment periods.

Both the standard deviation and the

maximum value of the 1985-86 distribution registered a
decrease from the previous assessment,

and are a likely

result of an $800 per pupil decrease in the Cameron
school district

(from $5,041 in 1983-84 to $4,239 in

1985-86).
From 1977-78 to 1985-86, all dollar values for the
revenue per ADM distributions approximately doubled,
except for the minimum revenue per pupil which nearly
tripled, suggesting that revenues for poorer districts
increased at a greater rate than did revenues for the
state as a whole.
The statistics describing the distributions for the
local capacity specifications follow.

The average per-

pupil capacity for all three specifications of local
ability to support schools increased over the five
evaluation years.

The major increases for each of the

two primary bases, however, occurred at different times.
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The mean property value per ADM, for example,
considerably from 1981-82 to 1983-84

increased

($9,831 to

$12,976), whereas the mean sales tax capacity per ADM
registered the greatest increase from 1977-78 to 1979-80
($23,562 to $32,506) but decreased during the last year
of the study.

The means associated with the combined

capacities mirror the pattern displayed by sales tax
capacity

(i.e., larger increases in the early years of

the evaluation and a decrease in 1985-86); however,

the

influence of increased property valuation per ADM in
1983-84 is apparent.
The standard deviations also demonstrated increases
for both property valuation and sales tax potential from
1977-78 to 1985-86.

For each evaluation period,

the

values for property valuation per ADM, however, nearly
equal the mean values, whereas the values associated
with sales tax capacity per ADM are much smaller
relative to their means.
Maximum, minimum and range values from 1977-78 to
1985-86 displayed the greatest variation among capaci
ties.

Both the maximum and minimum values for property

valuation per ADM more than doubled over the time
period.

Although maximum values for sales tax potential

more than doubled, the minimum value decreased,
contributing to a much greater difference between the
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range for 1977-78 and 1985-86
respectively).

($59,440 and $131,596

The expansion in sales tax capacity at

the upper end of the distribution was probably a major
contributor to changes in equality associated with sales
tax potential.
Over the evaluation period,

the changes in the

maximum, minimum and range values associated with the
combined capacity specification are more moderate than
either the property valuation and sales tax capacities.
(The decrease in 1981-82 minimum value is likely due to
the lack of data available for Richland school di s 
trict .)
Average daily membership

(ADM) decreased over the

first four evaluation periods, but then increased, by
over 6000 students,
time-series.

in the last assessment period of the

This increase not only reflects the

national trend toward increased public school enrollment
but may have been a likely influence on the per-pupil
revenue and capacity measures.

A second factor likely

to influence both neutrality and revenue disparity
measures is the overall trend toward decreased state
funding over the time period.
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Findings With Regard to Equal Opportunity
The principle of equal opportunity, which is of
primary importance in this investigation,

is represented

by fiscal neutrality which requires that no relationship
exist between a designated input factor
number of teachers)

(e.g., revenue,

and local fiscal capacity

Stiefel, 1984, p . 17).

(Berne and

This absence of a relationship

results in a "fiscally neutral" state school funding
system.
This evaluation measured the strength of the
relationship between basic revenue per pupil
factor)

(the input

and three designations of local capacity to

support education.

A set of three research questions

guided this portion of the investigation of student
equity.

Collectively they asked if fiscal neutrality

changed for alternate years from 1977-78 to 1985-86 when
fiscal capacity was defined alternatively as
district property valuation per ADM,
tax capacity per ADM, and

(a)

(b) district sales

(c) a combination of these two

capacities.
The relationship between each of the capacity
specifications and per-pupil revenue was assessed using
three measures— the slope of the regression line, an
elasticity coefficient,
coefficient.

and a wealth-weighted Gini

For all three measures,

a score of zero
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indicated a completely neutral relationship between
local school district fiscal capacity and per-pupil
revenues-

The further a value moved in a positive

direction from zero,

the greater was the dependency of

the per-pupil revenues on local ability-to-pay.
Because conceptual differences unique to each
measure influence the results,

and because a comparison

of the results from the three alternative capacities was
an integral component of the inquiry,

the fiscal

neutrality findings were grouped by measure.

Thus, the

differences resulting from specifying local capacity
alternatively were emphasized and the value judgment
represented by the measure remained constant.
of the following analyses,

For each

the underlying concept

associated with the measure is first presented followed
by the findings for each of the designated fiscal
capacities.
Results Using the Regression Slope
The slope of the regression line represents the
magnitude of the relationship,

in absolute dollar terms,

between per-pupil revenue and school district fiscal
capacity.

It can be interpreted to mean that linear

regression predicts that every additional dollar unit of
fiscal capacity will be associated with an amount
represented by the value of the slope

(Berne and
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Stiefel,

1984, p. 74).

A value of 0, for example, means

that increases in local property value
capacity, or combined capacities)

(sales tax

are not associated

with changes in per-pupil revenue.
Movement away from neutrality,

as manifested by an

increase in v a l u e s , is analogous to increases in
inequality brought about through greater dependency on
local capacity.

The values in Table 4-2 represent,

for

the time-series, movement toward or away from a neutral
relationship between per-pupil revenue and each of the
three capacity specifications.
In the first analysis, using property valuation per
ADM as the capacity,

the strength of the relationship

increased from .01475 in 1977-78 to .02262 in 1985-86 at
a fairly consistent rate, broken only by the peak value
of .03115 in 1981-82.

To facilitate interpretation,

the

value of the slope was multiplied by 1000 to reflect the
dollar change in per-pupil revenues in relation to a
thousand dollar change in the fiscal capacity.
In 1977-78, for example, a $1000 increase in the
per-pupil property valuation was associated with a
$14.75 change in per-pupil revenue.

By 1985-86,

that

ratio had increased to $22.62 for every $1000 change in
per-pupil property valuation.

The steady departure from

neutrality was augmented in 1981-82 when the per-pupil
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TABLE 4-2

FISCAL NEUTRALITY, AS MEASURED BY THE REGRESSION SLOPE,
USING THREE SPECIFICATIONS OF FISCAL CAPACITY
PER ADM, ALTERNATE SCHOOL YEARS,
1977-78 TO 1985-86

Specified
Fiscal
Capacity

Regression Slope for School Year
-----------------------------------------------1977-78 1979-80 1981-82
1983-84
1985-86

Property
Valuation
Per ADM

.01475

.01628

.03115

.02029

.02262

Sales Tax
Capacity
Per ADM

.00845

.01208

.01162

.01241

.01093

Combined
Capacity
Per ADM

.00706 .00927

.01019

.00914

.00922
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revenue nearly doubled
in 1981-82)

(from $16.28 in 1979-80 to $31.15

for every $1000 change, before readjusting

to the more gradual decline in neutrality established
over the first two assessment years.

With the exception

of 1981-82, an approximate $2 increase in per-pupil
revenue occurred per year examined in relation to a
$1000 change in local property valuation per pupil.
With respect to per-pupil sales tax capacity,

the

results in Table 4-2 suggest a gradual shift toward less
neutrality from 1977-78
In terms of dollars,

(.00845) to 1985-86

(.01093).

a $1000 increase in the local sales

tax capacity in 1977-78 yielded a $8.45 increase in perpupil revenues, whereas a $1000 increase in the last
four assessments yielded $12.08,
$10.93,

$11.62, $12.41 and

respectively.

Using the combined property valuation per ADM and
sales tax capacity per ADM, findings indicated the
greatest neutrality in 1977-78

(.00706).

The remaining

four assessments were relatively stable, although
considerably less neutral, demonstrating minimal
fluctuation in dependency on the combined capacity from
year to year.

When interpreting the results in terms of

actual dollars, a $1000 increase in combined capacity
was associated with a $7.06 change in per-pupil revenue
in 1977-78, whereas this neutrality decreased by over a
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third

(i.e., inequality increased) by 1985-86 resulting

in a ratio of $9.22 of per-pupil revenue to $1000 of
combined property valuation/sales tax capacity per ADM.
Results Using the Elasticity Coefficient
The elasticity coefficient, unaffected by per
centage changes in either variable, provides for change
as a result of constant additions to one, or both, of
the variables
pupil).

Thus,

(capacity per pupil and revenue per
in a study over time, it acts as a

control for inflation

(Berne and Stiefel, 1984, p. 79).

The elasticity coefficient is the product of the slope
and the ratio of the mean values of the two variables
and represents the percent change in state-local revenue
per pupil associated with a one percent change in local
capacity.

The closer the elasticity is to zero, the

less responsive is per-pupil revenue to local per-pupil
capacity.

The higher the value,

the more closely

associated is per-pupil revenue with the specified
capacity factor.
The results obtained from applying the elasticity
measure to the relationship between per-pupil revenues
and each of three specifications of local capacity are
arrayed in Table 4-3.

When property valuation per ADM

was the designated capacity variable,

the relationship

fluctuated considerably across the five assessment
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TABLE 4-3
FISCAL NEUTRALITY, AS MEASURED BY THE
ELASTICITY COEFFICIENT, USING THREE SPECIFICATIONS
OF FISCAL CAPACITY PER ADM, ALTERNATE SCHOOL YEARS,
1977-78 TO 1985-86

Specified
Fiscal
Capacity

Coefficient for School Year
----------------------------------------------1977-78
1979-80
1981-82
1983-84
1985-86

Property
Valuation
Per ADM

.093

.088

.146

.119

.128

Sales Tax
Capacity
Per ADM

.179

.264

.237

.250

.191

Combined
Capacity
Per ADM

.194

.252

.255

.237

.212
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years. The greatest decrease in neutrality was observed
from 1979-80 to 1981-82 when the ratio increased from
1:.088 to 1:.146.

This crest of inequality was followed

by a moderate shift towards neutrality for 1983-84 and
1985-86

(.119% and .128% change in per-pupil revenues,

respectively).

Nevertheless,

the overall change of .035

from 1977-78 to 1985-86 represented a 38% decrease in
neutrality for the time-series.
When per-pupil sales tax capacity was the
independent variable,

there was again considerable

fluctuation in neutrality from year to year.

The

relationship between this capacity and per-pupil revenue
was most neutral in 1977-78
obtained in 1985-86

(.179).

The results

(.191) demonstrated a lessened

responsiveness following three assessments of greater
dependency of per-pupil revenue on sales tax capacity at
the local school district level.

Even with this return

toward a more neutral condition,

the results point to an

overall decrease in neutrality of 6% over the timeseries .
The results associated with designating a combined
property valuation/sales tax capacity per ADM as the
local capacity variable again revealed a more neutral
relationship in 1977-78

(.194), relative to the

remaining assessment years.

Elasticities of over
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.210 for the remaining four assessment years reflected
not only greater responsiveness of per-pupil revenues to
increases in the combined capacity, but a consistently
stable responsiveness as well.

Moreover,

the overall

change of .018 in the time-series is somewhat greater
(9%) than the 6% shift away from neutrality observed
with sales tax capacity.
Results Using the Wealth-Weighted Gini Coefficient
The wealth-weighted Gini coefficient is an addi
tional representation of the association between local
capacity and per-pupil revenues.

This numerical index,

based on the graphic Lorenz curve, required that
Louisiana school districts first be sorted by the local
fiscal capacity factor.

Then the relationship between

cumulative average daily membership

(ADM) in the sorted

districts and the accompanying cumulative total statelocal revenue was calculated resulting in a coefficient
between zero and one.
zero,

The closer the coefficient was to

the more neutral was the relationship between per-

pupil revenues and the specified per-pupil capacity.
Table 4-4 displays the results representing the
degree of neutrality, as assessed by the wealth-weighted
Gini coefficient,

for the years from 1977-78 to 1985-86.

The Lorenz curves, which provide a graphic presentation
of the same relationships,

are available as Appendix D.
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TABLE 4-4
FISCAL NEUTRALITY, AS MEASURED BY THE WEALTHWEIGHTED GINI COEFFICIENT, USING THREE SPECIFICATIONS
OF FISCAL CAPACITY PER ADM, ALTERNATE SCHOOL YEARS
1977-78 TO 1985-86

Specified
Fiscal
Capacity

Gini Coefficient for School Year
------------------------------------------------1977-78 1979-80
1981-82
1983-84
1985-86

Property
Valuation
Per ADM

.0434

.0537

.0586

.0511

.0439

Sales Tax
Capacity
Per ADM

.0351

.0522

.0500

.0521

.0700

Combined
Capacity
Per ADM

.0371

.0514

.0518

.0535

.0687
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Using per-pupil property valuation per ADM, the changes
in value reflect a lessening in neutrality for the
middle years of the assessment period

{.0537,

.0511) followed by a return in 1985-86
nearly equal to 1977-78

,0586, and

(.0439) to levels

(.0434)— the year of greatest

neutrality.
When per-pupil sales tax capacity was designated as
the measure of local ability-to-pay,

a much greater

overall lessening in fiscal neutrality from 1977-78
(.0351)

to 1985-86

(.0700) was observed.

Although

little fluctuation was noted through the middle years
(.0522,

.0500, and .0521),

that of the 1977-78 value)

the increases in value
indicated a higher,

(over

sustained

dependency on sales tax capacity for these five years.
The coefficient for 1985-86
that of 1977-78

(.0700) was almost double

(.0351) signifying an even stronger

relationship between per-pupil revenue and sales tax
capacity over the time-series.
When using combined property valuation/sales tax
capacity per ADM as the measure of local ability-to-pay,
the values ranging from .0371 to .0687 indicated that
fiscal neutrality had substantially decreased from 197778 to 1985-86.

Nevertheless,

the limited changes across

values during the middle assessment years

(.0514,

.0518,

and .0535) placed the major shifts away from neutrality
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in 1979-80 and again in 1985-86, with a 62% and 28%
decrease,

respectively.

Summary of the Assessment of Fiscal Neutrality
Arrayed in Table 4-5 are the values for 1977-78 and
1985-86 for each measure in relation to the local fiscal
capacity examined.

Since each measure used in this

study is representative of a unique judgment of the
criterion for equality, no comparisons of the degree, or
equivalancy across measures, relative to neutrality are
made.

Nevertheless,

this alternative grouping presents

an additional dimension that aids in summarizing the
findings.
The fiscal neutrality of the state funding system
is summarized by displaying the values for 1977-78 and
1985-86 and providing a subjective evaluation of
movement toward or away from neutrality for the middle
years of the nine-year assessment period.

Listed in the

final column is the status of the state funding system
for 1985-86, relative to 1977-78, in terms of neutrality
for each of the capacity specifications.
With respect to per-pupil property value,

all

measures assessed neutrality to be less in 1985-86 than
in 1977-78.

Although values for the slope and elasticity

fluctuated after 1977-78, a continual decrease in the
degree of neutrality was noted with the slope, whereas
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TABLE 4-5
SUMMARY OF FISCAL NEUTRALITY FINDINGS

Capacity
Specification
and Measure

Assessaent of Neutrality
1977-78

1985-86

Assessaent of
Middle Year
Activity

Degree of
Neutrality in
1985-86,
Relative to
1977-78

PROPERTY
VALUATION PER ADM:
Regression
Slope

.01475

.02262

Fluctuating, but
iess neutrality

Elasticity
Coefficient

.093

.128

Fluctuating, but
less neutality

Less
Neutral

Gini
Coefficient

.0434

.0439

Stable, but
iess neutrality

Equivalent

Regression
Slope

.00846

.01093

Fluctuating, but
less neutrality

Less
Neutral

Elasticity
Coefficient

.180

.191

Fluctuating, but
less neutrality

Less
Neutral

Gini
Coefficient

.0351

.0700

Stable, and
less neutrality

Less
Neutral

.00706

.00922

Stable, but
less neutrality

Less
Neutral

Elasticity
Coefficient

.194

.212

Stable, but
less neutrality

Less
Neutral

Gini
Coefficient

.0371

.0687

Stable, but
iess neutrality

Less
Neutral

Less
neutral

SALES TAI
CAPACITY PER ADM:

COMBINED
CAPACITY PER ADM:
Si ope
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the fluctuations of the elasticity coefficient resulted
in greater neutrality in 1979-80.

Moreover,

this was

the only incident, over time and across capacity
specifications, in which the lowest degree of neutrality
recorded was not in 1977-78.

For the wealth-weighted

Gini coefficient, neutrality was determined to be nearly
equal at the beginning and end of the nine-year period.
At no time, however, did the coefficient drop below the
1977-78 value of .0434.
In connection with per-pupil sales tax capacity,
all measures again indicated less neutrality for 1985-86
than for 1977-78.

The middle years again show con

siderable fluctuation when measured by the elasticity
and a more stable, but less neutral, pattern when
measured by the slope and Gini coefficient.
Relative to combined property value/sales tax
capacity per ADM, all measures again assessed neutrality
greatest in 1977-78 and least in 1985-86.

The results

for all three measures, however, indicated less diver
gence from neutrality from 1979-80 to 1983-84.
Findings With Regard to Equal Treatment of Equals
A second objective of the study was to evaluate the
state's public school funding system in terms of the
equal treatment of equals principle.

Based on the
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belief that students with comparable needs should
receive equal shares of any object,

the equal treatment

of equals principle represents the degree of disparity
in basic revenue per ADM.

Greater equality among pupils

is thought to exist when the dispersion of the distribu
tion of revenues is reduced.
The research question guiding these analyses asked
if the disparity in revenue per pupil changed for
alternate years from 1977-78 through 1985-86.
Coefficient of Variation

The

(CV), the Federal Range Ratio

(FRR), and the McLoone Index (MI) were used to evaluate
distributional inequality,
pupil revenue.

i.e., disparity in basic per-

For each analysis,

first briefly describe the measure,
findings,

and finally,

meaningful,

this section will
then present the

to make the results more

link these results to the current dollar

data for each year.
Results of the Coefficient of Variation
The CV utilizes the entire distribution and is
concerned with the variance around the mean of basic
revenues per student.

The CV is calculated by dividing

the square root of the variance

(the standard deviation)

by the mean value of the distribution.

The CV's

relationship to the mean and standard deviation can be
used to explain the variation for a given proportion of
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students.

A CV equal to zero, for example, indicates

that two-thirds of the state's students receive revenues
equal to the statewide mean value of per-pupil revenues.
In other words,

if the mean per-pupil revenue were $2000

per ADM, and the CV were zero,

the middle 66% of the

students in the state would each be receiving $2000 in
state-local revenues.

This is the criterion for perfect

equality as measured by CV.
CV moves away from zero,

Conversely, the further the

the greater the inequality in

the distribution of per-pupil revenues.
The CVs for the assessment years are disclosed in
Table 4-6 and are accompanied by the mean and the range
of the per-pupil revenue distribution for students at
one standard deviation of the mean.

Although the CVs

fluctuated considerably for the time-series, per-pupil
revenue, based on this measure, was only slightly more
equally distributed among the state's students in 198586 than in 1977-78.
The CV provides a truer picture of equality than a
comparison of current dollars.
CV of

.1411 times the mean value

amount of dollar variation
deviation)

Multiplying the 1977-78
($1110) provides the

(equal to one standard

from the mean for that year

($157).

Doubling

the dollar variation from the mean provides the range of
per-pupil revenue received by two-thirds of the students
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TABLE 4-6
COEFFICIENT OF VARIATION, STATEWIDE MEAN REVENUE
PER ADM, AND DOLLAR DISTANCE FROM THE MEAN
FOR ALTERNATE SCHOOL YEARS,
1977-78 TO 1985-86

Per-Pupil Revenues

Year

CV

Statewide
Mean

Maximum
Dollar Distance
From the Mean
for 2/3 of
Students

Range of
Dollars
Received by
2/3 of the
Students

1977-78

.1411

$1110

157

$953-1267

1979-80

.1728

1489

257

1232-1746

1981-82

.1367

2102

287

1815-2389

1983-84

.1545

2216

342

1874-2558

1985-86

.1349

2471

333

2138-2804
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($953-1267).

In 1985-86, when the mean per-pupil

revenue more than doubled that of 1977-78,

the range of

dollars received by sixty-six percent of the students in
the state widened from $314 to $666.
equivalent CVs
the students,

The nearly

(.1411 and .1349) indicated that 2/3 of
for each year, received per-pupil revenue

that differed no more than approximately 14% from the
mean.
Results of Federal Range Ratio
The Federal Range Ratio

(FRR) represents the

relationship between a specific range of per-pupil
revenue

(i.e., the difference between high and low

values)

and the dollar value of per-pupil revenue at the

lower end of the scale.

The FRR is limited to the

distribution of per-pupil revenue in the restricted
range

(i.e., between the 95th and 5th percentile)

designed to exclude the values at either end.

and is

Exclusion

is based on the assumption that extreme values may
likely distort results.

An FRR of zero represents

perfect equality and occurs when students at the 95th
and 5th percentiles receive equal per-pupil revenues.
On the other hand, the further the FRR departs from
zero,

the greater the inequality in the distribution

among those pupils.
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In addition to the F R R s , Table 4-7 displays the
per-pupil revenue at the 95th and 5th percentiles of the
distribution and the resultant restricted range for each
assessment year.

An examination of the data reveals the

greatest distributional inequality in the school year
1977-78.

The consistent decrease in FRR values

(from a

high of .6545 to a low of .3940) indicates continued
advancement toward less disparity of per-pupil revenues
for students in the restricted range over the entire
nine-year period.
Odden and Berne

(1979) clarify the underlying

meaning of the FRR value by suggesting that an alterna
tive
... way to interpret the Federal Range Ratio
is that the 95th percentile spends 1 plus the
Federal Range Ratio (score) more than the 5th
percentile (p. 23).
Using this rationale,

the data from Table 4-7 indicated

that a student at the 95th percentile in 1977-78 had
1.65 as much revenue available to him as a student at
the 5th percentile, whereas, in 1979-80, that per-pupil
revenue had decreased to 1.46 percent.

By 1986, a

student at the 95th percentile received only 1.39 times
as much revenue as the student at the 5th percentile.
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TABLE 4-7
THE FEDERAL RANGE RATIO, VALUES OF THE 5TH
AND 95TH PERCENTILES, AND THE RESTRICTED
RANGE FOR ALTERNATE YEARS, 1977-78 TO 1985-86

Per-Pupil Revenues

Year

FRR

5th
Percentile
(low)

95th
Percentile
(high)

Restricted
Range

1977-78

.6545

$ 796

$1317

$521

1979-80

.4600

1226

1790

564

1981-82

.4512

1720

2496

776

1983-84

.4392

1798

2588

790

1985-86

.3940

2010

2802

792
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Results of the McLoone Index
The McLoone Index (MI) was designed to determine
the degree of inequality evident in distributions below
the median while ignoring inequality in the upper half
of the distribution.

The primary intent of the measure

is to determine the funding required to bring low perpupil revenue to the median level.

Theoretically,

an

index of 1.0 represents perfect equality; i.e., each
student below the median receives the median amount,
whereas an index of 0 indicates total inequality.
Subtracting the MI from 1.0, and converting to
percent, gives the increased percentage of per-pupil
funds needed to "level up" students to the median level.
When that percent is multiplied by the median per-pupil
value,

the required amount of revenue per pupil is

determined.

Multiplying that requirement by the number

of students in the lower half of the distribution
provides the total revenue required to level up students
below the median to the median level.

The following

example is offered as an explanation.

Assume median

per-pupil revenue to be $1000, the MI to be .90, and
enrollment below the median to be 6000.

The amount

needed to level up sub-median students would be equal to
sixty thousand dollars

(i.e., 1.0 - .90 = .10;

$1000 = $100; $100 X 6000 students = $60,000).

.10 X
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The McLoone Indices for each year of the study are
presented in Table 4-8 along with the median of the
distribution and the calculated additional per-pupil
revenue required to equalize the lower half of the
distribution to the median level.
period,

For the nine-year

the finding of .9138 in 1977-78 demonstrated the

greatest equality in distributing revenues among
students falling below the median dollar figure.
Following a period of greater disparity
1981-82),

(1979-80 to

an index of .9093 in 1983-84 represented a

brief reversal in the pattern.

The final index of .8798

nearly equalled that of 1981-82 when the greatest
disparity in per-pupil revenue was registered.
Thu3,

in 1977-78,

the state plan for funding basic

education allowed an approximate 9% shortage in funding
each student situated below the median at the median
dollar value of $1096.

The shortage increased to

approximately 12% in both 1981-82 and 1985-86
of .8783 and .8798, respectively).

(indices

These figures

indicate that an additional $298 per pupil would have
been required in 1985-86 in order to level the entire
lower half of the student distribution to the median
level.

Since 383,820 students were funded below the

median amount,

the total cost for leveling up students
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TABLE 4-8
THE McLOONE INDICES AND MEDIAN
PER-PUPIL REVENUES FOR ALTERNATE
YEARS, 1977-78 TO 1985-86

Index

Median
Per-Pupil
Revenue

Per-pupil
Revenue
Required
to "level
up" to
the Median

1977-78

.9138

$1096

$ 94

1979-80

.8879

1497

167

1981-82

.8783

2143

261

1983-84

.9093

2169

197

1985-86

.8798

2483

298

Year
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to the median would have been approximately $114
million.
Summary of the Assessment of Disparity in Per-pupil
Revenue
Displayed in Table 4-9 is a summary of the findings
for the three measures used in assessing distributional
inequality.

The format approximates that of Table 4-5

in that it presents the values for 1977-78 and 1985-86
and provides a subjective evaluation of movement toward
or away from equality in the distribution of per-pupil
revenue for the middle years of the nine-year assessment
period.

Listed in the final column is the status of the

state funding system for 1985-86, relative to 1977-78,
in terms of disparity in per-pupil revenue as evaluated
by each of the measures.
The results for the assessment for the time-series
can be briefly summarized in the following way:
When the entire distribution was in question,

(a)

such as

that measured by the CV, there was considerable fluctua
tion in disparity;

(b) when the per-pupil revenue for

the upper and lower five percent of the distribution was
eliminated,

as when measured by the FRR, there was a

consistent trend towards less disparity; and 3) when
only the distribution below the median was considered,
as when measured by the MI, there was a tendency
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TACLE 4-9
S W HMV Of DtSPAAITT IN REVENUE FINQIN6S

Aiussacnt of Disparity
..................................................................

Degree of
Disparity in
1915-16

Measure

1977-78

1985-86

flidtfle Year
Activity

Relative to
1977-78

Coefficient
of Variation

.1411

.1349

Fluctuating
Disparity

Less
Disparity

federal
Range Ratio

.6545

.3940

Increasing
Disparity

Lcsi
Disparity

fcloone
Indei

.9138

.879B

Fluctuating
Disparity

More
Disparity

Ill
(tempered by mild fluctuations)

to move toward greater

d i sparity.
Local Rental/Land Lease

(RLL) Revenue

As a Factor in Funding
Three sources of local revenue for supporting
public schools are available to approximately half of
the school districts in Louisiana.

In addition to

revenue received as a result of taxing property and
sales, districts owning property may generate revenues
(through rentals,
removed)

leases and royalties on products

that are independent of the state equalization

system for funding schools.

Rental/land-lease

(RLL)

revenue is derived from both 16th section lands and
additional school-owned property.
16th section lands

The state deeded the

(which were originally federal

properties transferred to the states for public school
purposes)

to local parish districts in the latter part

of the 19th century.

For at least two districts,' RLL

revenue has been substantial and has contributed to
their ability to sustain higher levels of per-pupil
revenue.

For other districts,

limited.

For a few, RLL revenue supplants extensive use

of property and sales taxes

the revenue has been more

(Cameron school district,

for example, uses no sales tax and has one of the
highest per-pupil revenues in the state).

For others,
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this source supplements taxes received from both
property and sales.

(East Carroll school district,

for

instance, relies on all three sources, and is still one
of the poorest in the state.)
This assessment was guided by two research
questions.

The first asked what percentage of local-

state funds were attributable to RLL revenue and if that
percentage changed from 1977-78 to 1985-86.

The

districts receiving 1% or more of state-local funds were
then further evaluated.
determine

The second question sought to

(a) the interrelationship among RLL revenue,

property tax revenue and sales tax revenue for 1977-78,
1981-82, and 1985-86, and (b) the effect of changes in
RLL revenue on subsequent reliance on property or sales
tax capacities.
Table 4-10 identifies the 22 parish districts
meeting the criterion

(i.e., parishes that received 1%

or more of state-local funds from RLL revenue in either
1977-78 or 1981-82}

and displays the ratios of RLL funds

to total state-local revenue for 1977-78,

1981-82 and

1985-86 as well as the changes in percent from each year
to the next.
Only two parishes, Vermilion and Cameron, received
substantial RLL revenue, relative to state-local
revenue,

for the time-period and are listed first in

TABLE 4-10
RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN ALL REVENUE k'.O
STATt-LOCAL REVENUE. BY PERCENT,
fOR 1977-78, I9SI-S2 AND 1985-86
Charge m parcar.t froa
Parcant RLL Raaanua la of
Stata-Loeal Ravanua
district

1977-78
to
1981-32

19S1-82

I97---1

to

*rc

1935-86

1985-86

1977-78

1981-33

1985-36

23.93
23.74

14.90
33.94

12.47
29.1J

-9.01
11.20

-2.43
-8.81

-11.44
3.39

.99
3.04
1.47
3.14
1.01
2.14
1.78
1.04
9.80
.00
3.41
3.08
1.92

2.81
1.87
.30
.24
.48
.95
.69
.12
2.54
3.64
1.45
.04
.70

- .10
- .31
1.30
1.93
.89
1.69
-1.06
1.03
3.39
-3.99
-1.51
2.89
.60

1.86
- .17
-1.37
-1.93
- .53
-1.21
-1.09
- .92
-3.36
3.64
-1.96
-3.04
-1.21

1.76
-.48
-.07
.00
.36
.48
-2.15
.11
.03
-.35
-3.47
-.15
-.61

1.34
1.43
9.14
2.30
1.31
4.47
3.40

3.37
3.18
7.00
.84
.90
9.43
3.38

1.01
1.13
1.07
.90
.49
7.47
.48

1.03
1.55
1.84
-1.34
- .31
5.16
- .02

-1.36
-3.04
-5.93
- .36
- .41
-2.15
-1.89

-.34
-.49
-4.09
-1.69
-.73
3.01
-1.91

.93

1.29

.66

.33

- .59

-.38

COASTAL LOUISIANA
Varaillon
Caaaron

COASTAL AND SOUTH LOUISAHA
Acadia
Aaauaptlon
Evangalina
tbaria
Iberville
Lafayette
LaPourcha
Plequoaines
Terrebonne
St. Kartin
St.Nary
Tangipahoa
w. Baton Itouga

1.09
2.36
.37
.24
.13
.47
3.84
.01
3.91
2.99
4.93
.19
1.32

CORRAL AND NORTH LOUISIANA
Catahoula
Concordia
Saat Carroll
Hadlaon
Morehouse
Ratchltochoa
Richland

Sourea: Louisiana Stata Dapartaant of education, unpublished
achool district data for 1977-78, 1981-83 and 1985-86. Author
calculations.
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Stata
Total
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Table 4-10.

The remaining parishes are grouped accor

ding to geographical location
Louisiana and

(a) in coastal and south

(b) in northern Louisiana.

The parishes

along the coast line are likely to obtain RLL revenue
through renting,

leasing and receiving royalties on

mineral-rich land.

Those parishes in the northern part

of the state are likely to receive revenue through
rental and lease of school-owned property to farming
and/or timber interests.

Figure 4-1 displays the

geographic location of these parish school districts.
For the entire assessment period, the proportions
of RLL revenue to state-local revenue vary considerably.
Overall,

there were more gains than decreases from 1977-

78 to 1981-82.
RLL revenue,

The greatest decrease in percentage of

relative to state-local revenue, occurred

from 1981-82 to 1985-86 when 21 of 22 parish districts
experienced decreases in reliance on RLL revenue

(and

therefore subsequent increases in other sources, either
local,

state, or a combination of the two).

The two districts registering the greatest RLL
revenue per pupil varied over the time period.

Ve r 

milion school district experienced an overall percentage
decrease of 11.44%, with the majority of loss suffered
from 1977-78 to 1981-82.

Cameron, on the other hand,

had an overall increase of 2.39% in RLL r e v e n u e ,
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CflttMlI
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Figure 4 .1 .
Parish
school districts receiving over 1%
state-local school revenue
from rentals, land-leases
d/or royalties of school owned property.
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relative to state-local funds.

A third of this dis

trict's state-local funds was received through local RLL
revenue in 1981-82.

This share was reduced to one-

fourth in 1985-86.
Interrelationship Among Local Sources
Table 4-11,

4-12, and 4-13 display the ratios of

RLL, property tax and sales tax revenues to total local
school revenue for these same assessment years.
revenue received from other sources

Local

{e.g., bond inter

est, tuition, taxes from the police jury) make up the
remaining percentage.
Of the 20 parishes making up the lower two groups
of Tables 4-11, 4-12, and 4-13, Natchitoches ranks first
in reliance on RLL revenue, relative to other local
sources.

By 1981-82,

this district had doubled its

reliance on RLL revenue

(while concurrently decreasing

its dependency on both sales and property tax b a s e s ) .
By 1985-86,

even with a drop to 25.06% dependency from

30.77% in 1981-82, Natchitoches ranked with Vermilion
and Cameron School Districts in terms of proportion of
local revenue attributable to RLL revenues.
High variability in the degree of reliance on RLL
funds in general exists for the remaining parishes.
instance,

For

support from RLL revenue, relative to other

local sources, ranged from .02% to 18.56% in 1977-78 to
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TABLE 4-11
RELATIONSHIP OF TAI/REVENIJE SOURCES TO
LOCAL REVENUE, BY PERCENT, FOR 1977-70

Percent of Local Revenue derived Fro*
District

Local
Revenue
Per ADR

Local
Revenue

RLL
Property
Revenue
Tax

Sales
Tax

Other
Revenue

2,479,400
8,157,75b

40.59
4B.69

48.07
14.71

.00
28.5B

11.34
8.03

Acadia
Assuaptian
Evangeline
Iberia
Iberville
Lafayette
Lafourche
Plaquenines
St. Hartin
St. Hary
Tangipahoa
Terrebonne
Nest Baton Rouge

399 4,5£3,327
287 1,484,953
256 1,942,329
35b 5,512,792
£58 4,£79,220
479 13,382,013
396 7,432,239
430 2,439,4B7
295 2, ££6,147
475 £,813,207
223 3,363,188
£00 13,075,451
678 2,643,104

3.27
9.20
1.66
.80
.30
1.91
B.eo
.02
11.53
13.23
1.09
5.90
3.24

36.78
30.34
31.17
40.74
33.97
17.54
29.89
40.32
35.14
43.72
23.03
29.66
3.2B

47.10
47.34
51.67
46.27
59.14
67.45
48.22
21.28
43.59
34.29
59.83
51.60
4B.03

12.85
13.13
15.50
12.19
6.59
13.10
13.09
3B.3B
9.74
8.76
16.05
12.84
45.45

Catahoula
Concordia
East Carroll
Madison
Morehouse
Natchitoches
Richland

341
325
321
281
354
344
345

1,017,805
1,649,057
853,448
1,019,055
2,531,330
3,162,214
l,73B,00b

5.37
6.2B
IB. 56
B.91
4.11
16.67
B.89

47.87
27.49
'32.75
24.96
41.90
28.43
22.36

36.22
46.14
42.50
59.63
44.4B
39.60
59.25

10.54
20.08
6.19
6.51
9.52
15.30
9.51

92,605,52b

10.32

29.15

47.16

13.37

379,171,335

2.67

35.83

50.33

11.17

Caaeron
Verailion

Distribution
Total
State
Total

1,183
845

Source: Louisiana State Department of Education. 197B.
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7A6LE M 2

RELATIONSHIP OF TAX/REVENUE SOURCES TO
LOCAL REVENUE, BY PERCENT, FOR 19B1-82

District

Local
Revenue
per ADR

Local
Revenue

Percent of Lotel Revenue Derived Fro*
. . . . . --------- — ------ — — -- ----RLL Property Sales
Other
Revenue
Tax
Revenue
Tax

Caaeron
Verailion

4, IBS 8,B13,3S8
1,599 14,746,602

45.6B
26.23

23.97
23.03

0.00
34.81

30.35
13.92

Acadia
Assuaption
Evangeline
Iberia
Iberville
Lafayette
Lafourche
Plaqueaines
St. dartin
St. Itary
Tangipahoa
Terrebonne
Nest Baton Rouge

730
844
449
944
1,061
1,201
810
1,090
431
1,414
475
1,170
l,OB9

7,744,153
4,536,B52
3,304,506
14,729,404
6,771,447
31,190,626
14,419,670
5,694,939
5,672,B33
20,626,174
7,406,B96
24,560,171
4,136,246

2.71
5.35
7.26
5.36
2.53
4.73
4.94
2.10
0.00
6.41
12.90
12.61
4.68

30.16
33.06
31.70
17.81
25,09
10.91
37.36
22.74
31.52
24.49
9.27
17.90
32.75

47.14
33.26
44.12
60.04
61.24
68.71
42.70
63.93
46.65
56.9B
57.75
54.99
44.73

19.99
26.33
16.92
16.79
11.14
15.66
15.00
11.23
21.83
12.11
20.09
14.50
17.84

44B
584
648
344
505
849
840

1,751,458
2,733,262
1,754,876
1,269,077
3,343,64B
6,276,064
3,236,611

9.53
11.89
22.22
4.21
3.61
30.27
9.76

32.39
21.27
15.26
18.70
36.93
21.20
31.64

43.94
43.44
49.38
61.39
42.95
31.51
29.10

14.13
23.40
13.15
15.70
16.50
17.01
29.46

listrifaution
Total

194,747,293

10.78

22.25

50.31

16.66

State
Total

732,834,306

3.19

24.29

53.72

16.80

Catahoula
Concordia
East Carroll
fladison
florehouse
Natchitoches
Richland

Source: Louisiana State lepartaent of Education, cnpublished
data Nbiitted by individual school districts for 1981-B2.
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TABLE 4-13
RELATIONSHIP OF TAX/REVENUE SOURCES TO
LOCAL REVENUE, BT PERCENT, FOR 1965-B6
Percent of Local Revenue Derived Froa
District

Local
Revenue
Per ADR

Local
Revenue

RLL Property
Revenue
Tax

Sales
Tax

Other
Revenue

Caaeron
Vera:lion

3,866
1,552

7,840,736
15,189,163

36.00
25.65

46.30
19.42

.00
24.16

15.71
30.77

Acadia
Assueption
Evangeline
Iberia
Iberville
Lafayette
Lafourche
Plaqueaines
St. Martin
St. Mary
Tangipahoa
Terrebonne
Nest Baton Rouge

73B
874
491
814
1,305
1,251
961
2,336
922
1,232
960
965
1,247

7,698,2B7
4,336,132
3,505,615
12,848,174
7,323,230
31,790,262
15,943,630
11,532,991
8,262,906
15,287,065
16,209,737
20,561,459
4,622,022

9.07
5.55
1.40
.75
1.19
2.30
1.90
.19
7.55
3.36
.11
6.58
1.73

35.64
31.92
39.41
26.02
37.50
30.67
50.19
52.71
31.90
40.14
19.45
27.06
51.26

37.77
47.59
39.00
53.67
46.96
55.73
35.45
29.69
47.86
47.08
62.56
49.20
33.77

17.53
14.94
20.19
19.55
14.33
11.30
12.45
17.42
12.67
9.41
17.86
17.16
13.24

712
680
393
432
602
926
921

1,894,326
3,475,026
956,569
1,254,305
3,665,952
6,796,703
4,417,578

4.21
4.13
5.74
2.87
1.97
25.06
1.46

50.33
37.63
13.31
18.90
37.68
24.44
41.93

28.69
38.86
40.18
64.62
45.99
34.17
34.29

16.76
19.38
40.77
13.61
14.36
16.32
22.31

Distribution
Total

205,417,090

6.67

33.86

43.19

16.29

State
Total

898,056,649

1.64

33.43

46.92

18.01

Catahoula
Concordia
East Carroll
Kadi son
Morehouse
Natchitoches
Richland

Source: Louisiana State Departaent of Education, unpublished
data suboitted by individual school districts for 1985-86.
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.11% to 9.07% in 1985-86, following a range of 0% to
22.22% in 1981-82.

Furthermore,

(excepting Cameron, Vermilion,

only five parishes

and Natchitoches)

received 5% or more of local funds from RLL revenue for
at least 2 of the 3 assessment years— Assumption,
Terrebonne, Catahoula, Concordia and East Carroll.
Comparing these 22 parish districts to the state as
a whole,

the 1977-78 ratio of 4:1 in terms of reliance

on RLL revenue had been reduced to about 3:1 in 1981-82,
only to reverse itself to 4:1 in 1985-86.
magnitude of reliance, however,

The overall

for these parishes had

decreased from 10.32% to 6.67% in 1985-86.
Table 4-14 reveals the percentage change between
assessment years and between initial

(1977-78) and final

(1985-86)

For the overall

years of the time-series.

period from 1977-78 to 1985-86,

fifteen of these 22

districts decreased their reliance on RLL revenue as a
source of local revenue, but the resultant shift in
dependency to alternate sources was not uniform.
Cameron and Vermilion school districts, both of
which depended heavily on RLL revenue in 1977-78

(40.59%

and 48.69%, respectively in Table 4-11), experienced a
decrease in RLL revenue, relative to other sources, by
1985-86.

Of the two, Cameron made no overall percentage

changes in dependency on property or sales bases over
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HUE 4-14
PERCENTAGE CHANGE II SOWCES OF LOCAL REVENUE
RELATIVE TO TDTH LOCAL SCHOOL REVENUE
FRW 1177-71 ID 1985-84

Oik all Ftrcnlata Qunji
Chwpt in girctnt of
RU Ravaniie frM

Pariah

1911-17
1977-7B
ti 1981-62 to 1985-R4

Qunvi in gwcMt «4
Traptrtr Tu RtviflW fro*
1177-71
tt 1911-17

I191-92

to 1*0-14

ClMf* IN [ArCAHt Of

Sal« Ini Ritmut (rn
1977-71
1911-17
to IHI-R2 to 1995-64

In Raima (rat
1977-71 to 190-14 for
RLL
ftlVfOH

PrqpBtf Saltt
Tb

Tu

Caoaro*
Vtrailion

J.09
-70.44

-9.41
-2.51

-24.10
1.33

24.32
-3.42

.00
4.23

.00
-10.45

- 4.51
-23.04

.22
4.71

.00
- 4,42

Acadia
Atiiuotioo
Evutfdliio
Itxria
Ibartilli
Lafaratt*
Lafourdw
Plattitfittt
St. Karti*
St. Harr
Tangipahoa
Tarrrtou*
Ntft latoo Romji

- .54
- 3.15
5.40
4.54
2.23
2.17
- 3.14
2.01
-11.53
- 4.11
11.81
4.71
1.43

4.3}
- 5.94
• 4.41
- 1.34
- 1.42
- 3.04
- 1.92
7.53
- 3.03
-12.79
- 4.03
- 2.95

- 4.42
2.73
.53
-22.13
• 1.61
- 4.44
7.41
-17.51
- 3.42
-11.22
-13.74
-11.74
29.47

5.41
• 1.14
7.71
1.21
12.41
19.74
12.12
29.97
.31
15.44
9.14
11.5*

.M
-14.07
- 7.55
13.77
2.10
1.25
- 5.52
42.43
3.04
22.49
- 2.01
3.40
- 3.30

- 9.37
14.32
-3.12
- 4.34
-14.24
-12.18
- 7.24
•34.24
1.23
- 1.91
4.12
- 5.79
-10.94

3.71 - 1.14
• 3.45
1.51
- .25
1.23
- .05 -14.72
.11
3.53
13.13
.40
- 4.19
20.34
.17
12.39
- 3.91 - 1.24
- 1.15 - 3.51
- .91 - 3.51
.41 - 2.40
47.97
- 1.52

- 1.33
.25
-12.47
7.40
-12.14
-11.73
-12.77
1.41
4.29
12.78
2.73
- 2.39
-14.25

Catahoula
Concordia
Eait Carroll
Hadiwa
HorthoiiM
NatchitKhM
Richland

4.14
5.41
3.44
• 4.49
- .41
13.40
.90

- 3.32
- 7.74
-14.41
- 1.33
- 1.45
- 5.21
- 1.32

-15.47
- 4.23
-17.49
- 4.24
- 4.17
- 7.23
9.29

17.13
14.34
- 1.95
.21
.75
3.24
11.29

7.72
- 2.70
4.19
1.74
- 1.53
- 1.09
-30.15

•13.24
- 4.58
- 9.19
3.23
3.04
2.44
5.20

- 1.14
- 2.13
-12.92
- 4.04
- 2.14
1.39
- 7.43

2.44
10.14
-19.44
- 4.05
- 4.22
- 3.99
19.51

- 7.34
- 7.21
- 2.32
4.99
1.51
- 3.43
-24.94

liitrihotioa
Total

.44

- 4.12

- 4.10

11.41

3.15

- 7.12

- 3.44

4.71

- 3.97

Stato
Total

.52

• 1.55

- 1.54

7.15

3.39

- 4.01

- 1.04

.2*

11.11

Sourcit Louiaiana Stata Oapartitnt of Education, unpokliinil
d«ta for local ichool districts for 1177-71, 11SI-B2 and 19*5-44.
Author calculation).

- 2.31 - 3.41
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the nine-year period

(although periodic fluctuations are

apparent when the previous tables are examined).
Vermilion, on the other hand, mildly increased its
reliance on property tax and received less local funding
through the sales tax capacity.

Both of these districts

received greater proportions of revenue through other
sources

(e.g., interest on deposits, bond sales and

tuition).
For the remaining districts,

14 of the 20 had to

shift local reliance to other sources of local revenue
from 1977-78 to 1985-86.

One half of those showing a

reduction in dependency on RLL revenue, i.e., Assumption
(-3.65), Evangeline
Baton Rouge

(-.25), LaFourche

(-1.52), Catahoula

(-2.15), and Richland

(-6.88), West

(-1.16), Concordia

(-7.43), indicated an increased

reliance on the property tax.

Of the remaining seven,

increased dependency on the sales tax.

Assumption

school district increased reliance on both, whereas the
data for East Carroll school district revealed a
decrease in proportions attributable to all three
sources, showing instead a 40.77% dependency on other
sources of revenue in 1985-86 as opposed to only 6.19%
in 1977-78

(see Table 4-11 and 4-13).

Table 4-15 displays a summary of the proportional
changes for the 22 parishes from 1977-78 to 1985-86.

6
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TABLE 4-15
SUfWARY OF INTERRELATIONSHIP OF THREE SOURCES
OF LOCAL REVENUE FOR 22 DISTRICTS,
FROM 1977-70 TO 1985-86

Districts
Nhich
Concurrent Shifts
Experienced
in Reliance on Revenue
Decreased RLL ----------------Revenue
Property
Sales
Caaeron
Vereilion
Assueption
Evangeline*
Iberial
LaFourche
St. Martin
St. Mary
Tangipahoa!
Nest Baton Rouge
Catahoula
Concordia
East Carroll
Radi son
Morehouse
Richland
t

+1
♦
♦

0
+1

♦
*
+

♦
♦
4
4

*
4
-

♦
♦

♦

Percentage change of less than 1 percent.

Districts
Nhich
Experienced
Increased RLL
Revenue
Acadia
Iberville!
Lafayette!
Plaqueeinest
Terrebonne!
Natchitoches

Concurrent Shifts
in Reliance on Revenue
— ,— ------ — - - Property
Sales
-

+
♦
+
-

.
4
-
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About two-thirds of the districts receiving 1% or more
of local school funds from RLL revenue had to shift to
other sources through the time-period.

Of the 16 that

lost RLL revenue, 7 increased usage of property revenue
and decreased reliance on sales revenue, one (Assump
tion)

increased its dependency on both sources,

and one

(East Carroll) decreased its reliance on both sources.
Another

(Cameron) only minimally increased its propor

tion of property tax revenue and at no time utilized its
sales tax capacity.
Of the remaining six which showed an increase in
proportion of RLL funds from 1977-78 to 1985-86,

three

decreased reliance on both property and sales revenue,
one

(Plaquemines)

increased dependency on both sources

and two increased reliance on property while decreasing
reliance on sales revenue.
This section attempted to examine some aspects of
the interrelationship among local revenue sources by
assessing the relative reliance placed on different
sources over the nine-year time-series.

For the total

distribution of 22 parishes receiving 1% or more of
their state-local revenue from RLL funds, there was
decreased reliance on RLL revenue, decreased reliance on
sales tax revenue, and increased reliance on both
property tax revenue and other sources.

In comparison,

the state as a whole decreased its reliance on the three
local sources of revenue— RLL, property tax and sales
tax— and at the same time, increased reliance on other
local sources

(from 11.17% in 1977-78 to 18.01% in 1985-

86 ) .
The dollar values utilized in this analysis
included total local revenue,

i.e., no adjustments were

made for funds intended for debt service and capital
outlay,
munity.

or special services to students or the com
Therefore,

the results serve only as a gross

representation of the interdependence of sources of
local school revenue as defined in this study.
Summary
This chapter presented the results of several
analyses of alternate year data for Louisiana school
districts from 1977-78 to 1985-86.

Two principles of

student equity, equal educational opportunity and equal
treatment of equals, were conceptualized as fiscal
neutrality and disparity in per-pupil revenue, respect
ively.
ways.

Each was operationalized in three different
Further,

for fiscal neutrality,

tions of the independent variable,
designated.

three specifica

fiscal capacity, were

The results, when presented, were clustered

around the measure to facilitate examination of the
differences due to capacity specification.
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An additional analysis of a portion of the data
assessed the interdependence of local rental/land-lease
(RLL), property tax, and sales tax revenue in those
districts which met the criterion of 1% of total statelocal revenue attributable to RLL revenue.
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Endnotes
1 Due to the differences between the information
reported in the annual report of 1977-7 8 and that
reported in years beyond, 1977-78 sales tax rates were
not separately available for school districts.

The

following procedure was used to extrapolate data
representing the capacity specifications:

(a) sales tax

capacity and (b) combined capacity for 1977-78.

Since

school district sales tax revenue was reported in 197778, the sales tax rate for 1979-80
rate for 1977-78.

was used as a proxy

A comparison of the actual sales tax

revenues across parishes for 1977-78 and 1979-80
revealed the liklihood, in a small number of cases, that
rates were less in 1977-78.

In those cases, an adjust

ment was made in the rate, so that the ratio of 1977-78
tax capacity to 1979-80 tax capacity was comparable to
the ratio of the averages for the two periods.

To the

degree that application of 1970-80 rates and subsequent
adjustments were in error,
may be suspect.

the assessments for 1977-78

CHAPTER V
SUMMARY, CONCLUSIONS, AND IMPLICATIONS
This chapter summarizes the study, provides
conclusions based on the analyses and suggests
implications for these conclusions.
Summary
The primary analysis of this study emphasized the
effects of the Louisiana school funding system on two
dimensions of student equity:
and equal treatment of equals.

equality of opportunity
This was accomplished by

assessing alternate year data from 1977-78 to 1985-86 in
order to document changes, if any, that occurred in the
equality associated with the distribution of state and
local revenue.

A secondary analysis explored the

interrelationship among three local sources of school
revenue for 1977-78, 1981-82 and 1985-86.
Berne and Stiefel's

(1984) conceptual framework for

measuring equity was utilized to determine the variables
and measures used in the primary analysis.

Of first

importance was the investigation of equal opportunity.
This principle was represented by the fiscal neutrality
standard, which was defined as a lack of relationship
between per-pupil revenue and local fiscal capacity.
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In
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order to provide a more comprehensive and relevant
assessment, local fiscal capacity was alternately
specified as

(a) property Valuation per ADM,

tax capacity per ADM, and

(b) sales

(c) combined property valua

tion and sales tax capacity per ADM.

For each specifi

cation, multiple measures assessing the strength of the
relationship between per-pupil revenue and capacity per
ADM were applied.
The second principle of student equity, equal
treatment of equals, was represented by the degree of
disparity among per-pupil state-local revenue and was
again multiply assessed.

Three univariate measures

determined the degree of dispersion in the distributions
of per-pupil revenue for the five assessment years
included in the evaluation.
Three factors related to the local support of
schools prompted the supplementary analysis of the data:
(a) the growing dependence on local sales tax revenue,
(b) a fluctuation, for some districts,
generate rental/land-lease revenue

in the ability to

(RLL), and

(c) the

decrease in the s t a t e ’s share of public school funding
from 1977-78 to 1985-86.

The intent of this analysis

was to explore the interrelationship among local sources
of school revenue as well as any subsequent changes in
these relationships over the evaluation period.
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Chapter II presented a review of the literature
pertaining to this study.

The review first included an

overview of the concept of equity as defined by
Alexander

(1982) as well as a description of the Berne

and Stiefel
equity.

(1984) conceptual framework for examining

A review of pertinent national and state equity

studies was followed by a presentation of the research
related to issues surrounding the inclusion of broadened
definitions of local ability to pay for schools,

i.e.,

local fiscal capacity.
Chapter III outlined the conceptual framework,
presented the research questions and methodology guiding
this study,

and explained the statistical measures.

Chapter IV then presented the analyses of the data and
subsequent findings.
Conclusions
The conclusions associated with the primary
analysis are followed by observations of factors
associated with the results of each equity principle,

as

well as additional political and economic factors, which
may have had at least a partial effect on the results.
The conclusion and discussion associated with the
supplementary analysis are followed by a brief summa
tion.
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Conclusions Associated With the Primary Analysis
Two conclusions were drawn from the primary
analysis and were associated with the following four
research questions:
1) Has fiscal neutrality changed for alternate
years from 1977-78 through 1985-86, when
fiscal capacity of a district is defined as
taxable assessed property valuation per ADM?
2) Has fiscal neutrality changed for alternate
years from 1977-78 through 1985-86, when
fiscal capacity of a school district is
defined as sales tax capacity per ADM?
3) Has fiscal neutrality changed for alternate
years from 1977-78 through 1985-86, when
fiscal capacity of a school district is
defined as combined property valuation and
sales tax capacity per ADM?
4) Has disparity in revenue per pupil in ADM
changed for alternate years from 1977-78
through 1985-86?
The first conclusion gleaned from the research was that
a noticeable change did occur in both fiscal neutrality
and disparity in revenue per pupil over the timeseries.

A second conclusion which emerged from the

research was that conflicting results with regard to the
two principles of student equity were found.

Fiscal

neutrality standard, worsened from 1977-78 to 1985-86,
whereas the degree of disparity in per-pupil revenue
improved for the general student population, but not for
students in the lower half of the distributions.
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Observations With Regard to Fiscal Neutrality
The first aspect of this study explored the effects
of Louisiana's funding system on equal opportunity by
measuring the degree of fiscal neutrality associated
with three alternative designations of fiscal capacity—
property valuation per ADM, sales tax capacity per ADM,
and combined property valuation/sales tax capacity per
ADM.

Three relationship measures,

the regression slope,

an elasticity coefficient and a modified Gini coeffi
cient, evaluated the strength of the relationship
between per-pupil revenue and each of the specifica
tions .
The findings for fiscal neutrality varied with both
measures and with definition of fiscal capacity.

These

findings are graphically displayed in Figure 5-1.
graph represents, by measure,

Each

the numerical data

presented in Chapter IV and is re-presented here to
illustrate the differences due to measure as well as the
magnitude of difference attributable to capacity
specification.

A summary of the findings that led to

the conclusion that student equity has decreased over
the time period,

at least when assessed by applying the

fiscal neutrality standard,

follows.
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Figure 5-1— Three assessments of fiscal neutrality for
Louisiana, by measure, for alternate years, 1977-78 to
1985-86
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1.

Per-pupil revenues were more dependent on

local capacity in 1985-86 than in 1977-78, regardless of
fiscal capacity measure.
2.

The degree of neutrality flucutated with the

measure.
3.

There tended to be greater agreement among the

neutrality measures

(i.e,, the patterns are more closely

aligned) when the capacity was defined as a combination
of revenue sources upon which Louisiana districts rely.
(Observe Line C on each graph in Figure 5-1).
Differences associated with measure.

The patterns

produced by the modified Gini coefficients over the
time-series were less dynamic

(lines A, B, and C in

Graph I I I ) , regardless of fiscal capacity,

than those

patterns produced by the slope and elasticity values.
Whereas little can be said here about the Gini coeffi
cient results, other than to note a decrease in neutral
ity over the time period, variations between the
patterns of the slope and elasticity were a likely
result of the type of change to which each is sensitive.
Since the slope is sensitive to changes that do not
affect the elasticity

(i.e., equal proportional changes

in the independent variable as well as uniform infla
tionary change), inflation and/or differences in
assessment practices associated with property valuation
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influence the slope.

Decreases in the inflation rates

since the early 1980s may have had some effect on the
slope.

Furthermore, practices associated with the

administration of local property assessments may have
also contributed.

The Public Affairs Research Council

(1984), for example, suggests that computerization of
assessment systems may have decreased the need to adjust
for interdistic inconsistencies.

This consequence may

be reflected in the results.
Property values for 1977-78, 1979-80, and probably
those of 1981-82 were based on the real property
assessment of 1977-78, while the values in 1983-84 and
1985-86 were based on re-evaluated real property.

This

fact may have paritially contributed to the substantial
departure from fiscal neutrality in 1981-82 and subse
quent decrease in 1983-84.

This departure is quite

noticable with both the slope and the elasticity and
somewhat evident with the Gini coefficient.

Since the

elasticity is only influenced by real additions
subtractions)
pupil revenue,

(or

to either per-pupil tax capacity or perthese coefficients are probably more

representive of the actual changes over time in the
relationship between revenues and local capacity.
Differences associated with capacity.

The

specified capacity appeared to influence shifts in
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fiscal neutrality from assessment year to assessment
year.

The distance from perfect neutrality, when

measured by the slope, greatly increased when property
valuation was the independent variable than when either
the sales tax capacity or the combined capacity was the
designated variable.

The values of the slope, when

multiplied by 1000, represent the dollar change in perpupil revenues for every $1000 change in the independent
variable

(e.g., property valuation per ADM, sales tax

capacity per A D M ) .

The magnitude of the sales tax

capacity (with mean values ranging from $23,994 in 197778 to $44,827 in 1983-84}
base

as compared to the property

($7,028 in 1977-78 to $13,928 in 1985-86) may be

responsible for the greater distance from neutrality
exhibited by property valuation.

(See Table 4-1.)

Examination of the elasticity reinforces this idea.
The pattern exhibited by the series of elasticity
coefficients is similar in shape to that exhibited
through the slope, but property valuation per ADM
becomes the fiscal capacity demonstrating the greatest
fiscal neutrality.

(Observe line A in Graphs I and II.)

A second noteworthy item is the comparison of the
patterns exhibited when combined capacity per ADM and
sales tax capacity per ADM served as the independent
variables

(lines B and C in all g r a p h s ) .

The fiscal

neutrality pattern produced when the combined capacity
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served as the independent variable is similar to the
pattern produced with the sales tax capacity alone.
This phenomenon suggests that the magnitude of sales tax
capacity per ADM may have an overriding influence on
taxable assessed property valuation per ADM.
The most obvious departure from fiscal neutrality
with regard to property valuation occurred in 1981-82.
What were the factors which may have contributed to the
this decreased neutrality?

As already mentioned, r e 

assessment of property valuation occurred during 1982
and was at least partially responsible for the increased
property valuation per ADM in the last two evaluation
years.

Whether the total increase was a result of

increased valuation by the assessor,

increased sales of

property, decreased exemptions on property,

and/or

greater activity in ad valorem taxation relative to
business is not discernable with the information and
analyses attempted in this study, but the investigation
of these factors as probable causes is certainly worthy
of further consideration.
The substantial departure from neutrality observed
with property valuation apparently also influenced the
results for the combined capacity specification.
Whereas the findings for sales tax capacity indicate an
increase in neutrality in 1981-82,

the combined
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capacities somewhat mirror the results produced through
use of property valuation as the capacity.
Changes in the revenue per pupil also influence the
relationship results.

In 1981-82,

per ADM increased substantially
over that of 1979-80

($32,834).

rates remained constant,

sales tax capacity

(mean value of $43,184}
Even if local taxing

such an increase in this

capacity would provide substantially greater local
funds.

In addition,

the increase in state funding

which occurred may have had some impact.

Even though

the state's share of the state-local funding did drop in
1981-82

(from 61.47% in 1979-80 to 60.81%),

the state

still provided more per-pupil dollars than previously.

Observations With Regard to Equal Treatment of Equals
Equal treatment of equals was assessed by measuring
the degree of disparity in revenue per pupil for each of
five evaluation years using the coefficient of variation
(CV), the Federal Range Ratio
Index

(MI).

(FRR) and the McLoone

For the first two measures, disparity in

per-pupil revenue, or distributional inequality,
lessened from 1977-78 to 1985-86, resulting in greater
equality with regard to equal treatment of equals.
However, when the per-pupil revenue distribution below
the median pupil was assessed, greater inequality with
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regard to equal treatment of pupils in the state was
documented

(See Table 4-9) .

Factors contributing to the results can be
attributed to measure as well as changes in district and
state characteristics from year to year.

Each measure

reflected the disparity present in a specified portion
of the revenue distribution for any given evaluation
period.

The CV standardized the data and included all

per-pupil revenues in the distribution, whereas the FRR
was not standardized and included only the middle 90% of
the per-pupil revenue distribution.
standardized and, furthermore,

The MI also was not

included only the lower

50% of the distribution.
A summary of the findings supporting the conclusion
that student equity, when represented by the degree of
dispersion in revenue per ADM, generally increased over
the time period follows.
1.

The CV, while registering fluctuations toward

and away from equality from year to year, was lower in
1985-86 than in 1977-78.
2.

The MI, which also registered fluctuations

toward and away from equality over the time period,
showed less equality in 1985-86 than in 1977-78.
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3.

The FRR results represented a clear trend

toward decreasing inequality in the distribution of perpupil revenue.
Why did the. FRR results indicate a clear trend
toward equality while the patterns produced by other
measures were more sporadic?

Since the FRR is based on

the middle 90% of the revenue distribution,

the

extremely low and extremely high per-pupil revenues were
not included in the measure.
1985-86 distribution,

The FRR analyis of the

for example, excluded per-pupil

revenue ranging from $2,802 to $4,307 at the upper end
and per-pupil revenue ranging from $1,748 to $2,010 at
the lower end.
When the raw data was examined,

the per-pupil

revenue for students in Cameron, Jackson, West
Feliciana,

and St. Charles were consistently excluded

for at least four out of five evaluation years.

These

districts constituted a portion of the districts falling
into the upper 5th percentile of the per-pupil
distributions.

This information has implications for

fiscal neutrality as well.
Jackson,

With the exception of

these districts had either high property

valuation or sales tax capacity

(or both) and/or had

access to local land lease revenues.
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The per-pupil revenue for students in Grant, Allen,
and Avoyelles school districts

(representing a portion

of the districts educating students in the lower 5th
percentile of per-pupil revenues), was generally
excluded in the FRR analysis.

These districts had low

property and sales tax potential and little or no access
to rental or land lease revenue.
Why did the the coefficient of variation (CV)
results fluctuate from year to year?

When the entire

distribution was subject to analysis, the values at the
upper and lower ends increased the entire range which in
turn affected the mean.
for example,

A change from less variability,

to greater variability meant that the

school district revenues per pupil became less clustered
around the mean value.

Hickrod

(interview, June, 1988)

suggested that activity at the extreme ends of the
distribution may contribute to the fluctuations
experienced by the CV.

Table 5-1 displays the ranges

for the upper and lower five percentiles for eachevaluation year.

Several noteworthy observations can be

made about the values at the upper and lower ends of the
per-pupil distributions.
First, by 1985-86, the range in the upper 5% of the
per-pupil revenue distribution that was excluded from
the FRR analysis was nearly twice the range subjected to
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TABLE 5-1
UPPER AND LOWER RANGES OF PER-PUPIL
REVENUE DISTRIBUTIONS, ALTERNATE
SCHOOL YEARS, 1977-78 TO 1985--86

Year

Value
Value
Minimum
of 5th
Lower Maximum of 95th
Uppe:
Percentile Range Value
Value
Percentile Rangi

1977-78

$ 641

$ 796

$155

$1956

$1317

$ 639

1979-80

1180

1226

46

3094

1790

1304

1981-82

1640

1720

80

4239

2496

1743

1983-84

1679

1798

119

5041

2588

2453

1985-86

1748

2010

262

4307

2802

1505
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analysis.

Furthermore,

the range in per-pupil revenue

for any given evaluation year was substantially less for
the lower 5% of the distribution than for the upper five
percent.
Second, the greatest difference among parishes in
the lower 5% was $262 in 1985-86 whereas the greatest
difference among parishes in the upper 5% was $2,453 in
1983-84.

Additionally,

fell below $639

the range for the upper 5% never

(in 1977-78)

whereas the range for the

lower 5% of the distribution was as low as $46
80).

(in 1979-

This wide variance could influence the degree of

equality shown by the CV for any given year and may have
contributed to the fact that equality decreased when the
FRR indicated an increase in equality.
Furthermore,

the year-to-year fluctuations may be

partially attributable to the wide variance in ranges
from year to year at the upper end of the distribution.
For example,

the range doubled from 1977-78 to 1979-80

and then grew steadily wider through 1983-84

(to $2,453)

followed by a decrease to $1,505 in 1985-86.

The impact

of this information coupled with the analysis results
suggests that activity at the upper and lower ends of
revenue distributions might need further analysis.
What factors might account for fluctuations in the
McLoone Index (MI)?

The MI, assessing only the spread

in the per-pupil revenues of the lower half of the
distribution, varied by as much as three and one-half
percent and registered a decrease in equality over the
time-series.

Berne and Steifel

(1984, p. 277) suggest

that movement toward or away from the median of
districts with a large number of students may affect the
index-

An examination of the data revealed two factors

which may have had an impact on fluctuations.
78, when equality was greatest

In 1977-

(MI of .9138), the lower

half of the per-pupil distribution included only 36 of
the 66 school districts.

The median pupil was a part of

the student population of Oachita school district
of 19,043)

(ADM

in which the per-pupil revenus was $1096.

Orleans school district

(ADM of 89,060 and the largest

school district in the state) was included in that
distribution, but other large districts, such as
Jefferson

(67,914), Caddo (48,158), and East Baton Rouge

(67,769) were not.
For the years 1981-82, in which distributional
inequality was greatest

(MI of

.8793), the lower half of

the per-pupil distribution was enrolled in 45 of the 66
districts.

The revenue of the median pupil in Caddo

school district (ADM of 44,496) was $2,143.

In this

case, the distribution did not include Orleans school
district

(ADM of 82,049), nor did it include the school
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districts of Jefferson

(58,334) or East Baton Rouge

(59,342).
In 1985-86, when the MI reflected nearly the same
degree of inequality as that of 1981-82,

the lower half

of the per-pupil distribution was again enrolled in 45
of the 66 school districts.

This time, the median pupil

was a part of the student population of Vermilion school
district

(ADM of 9,785), with a revenue per pupil of

$2,483.

Again, none of the larger school districts were

included in the distribution.
Whether these factors,

(i.e., the changes in number

of districts and the inclusion of a very large school
district in one analysis but not the others)

affected

the changes in the McLoone Index from one period to the
next is open to speculation.

Further analysis of

factors affecting this specific index would be required.
Other Factors With a Possible Effect on Student Equity
The aforementioned attempts at identifying specific
factors affecting results of this assessment of student
equity are speculative at best.
combination of political,

It is likely that a

economic and demographic

factors have affected the equity results obtained for
both equal opportunity and equal treatment of equals.
For example,

the legislative decisions to only

partially fund the Minimum Foundation Program

(in 1979-
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80 and in 1983-84)

and to maintain the formula at 1984

levels may have impacted the results in 1985-86.

School

finance research has indicated that higher levels of
state support usually result in higher degrees of
equality, whereas increased funding at the local level
can decrease equality.

Louisiana school districts, with

their history of reliance on relatively high levels of
state support, did in fact increase local support by at
least 3% in response to decreases in state aid.
Economic factors such as fluctuations in the
s t a t e ’s business economy and reductions in oil and gas
dollars may have contributed to the erosion of a
traditionally high state support level.

Louisiana's

total general revenues increased from 1979 through 1981
but then slowed and even reversed themselves by 1983
measured by percentage change from year to y e a r ) .

{as

In

fact, the state's percentage of state-local support
dropped from 64.72% in 1977-78 to 59.94% in 1985-86.
On the other hand, local sales tax potential per
ADM increased from 1977-78 to 1985-86, with a
substantial increase from 1977-78 to 1983-84.
this growth lessened in 1985-86,

Although

overall increased sales

tax potential may have contributed to the increased
local funding of schools.
An additional feature that may have affected the
equity assessment was the change in average daily
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membership over the time period.

Changes in ADM can

impact on the per-pupil value of the capacity measures
as well as the value of revenue measures.

School year

1983-84 marked the turning point in decreasing public
school enrollment in Louisiana.

Whereas average daily

membership decreased from 1977-78 to 1983-84
815,710 to 761,345),

{from

it showed an increase of 6,294 ADM

in 1985-86.
It is the combination of changes in ADM and changes
in total value of other variables
property valuation,
capita income)

{e.g., district

sales tax capacity, or even per

that might affect distributional equality

as well as fiscal neutrality.

For instance, an increase

in ADM in districts showing decreased fiscal capacity
coupled with decreases in ADM in districts showing
increased fiscal capacity may have multiple effects on
equity assessment.
Conclusions Associated With the Secondary Analysis
An exploration of the interrelationship among local
sources of revenue was guided by the following question.
For those school districts receiving 1% or
more of state-local funds from local rental,
land-lease (RLL) revenue, (a) what is the
interrelationship among RLL revenue, property
tax revenue and sales tax revenue for 1977-7 8,
1981-82, and 1985-86, and (b) what effect, if
any, did changes in RLL revenue have on
subsequent reliance on property or sales
bases?
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The interrelationship among local sources of school
revenue was explored by determining the percentage
change between consecutive evaluation periods with
regard to dependency on revenues generated through
taxing both property and sales as well as comparative
reliance on RLL revenue.
The varied findings

(summarized in Tables 4-14 and

4-15) associated with this question provided no clear
trends, but, as expected with an exploration of data,
did suggest further questions.

For instance,

should the

state provide revenues to districts which are not
utilizing the local capacities available?

The results

indicated that over the course of the nine years
studied, all districts except Cameron placed some
reliance on sales taxes as a source of local school
revenue.

Yet, Cameron school district, without employ

ing a sales tax, registered the highest per-pupil
revenue in the state for four of the five evaluation
years.

Furthermore, state contributions accounted for

about 35% of Cameron district's school revenue in 1985-

86 .
Should the state correct for local RLL revenue?
There was no concensus among the 22 parishes included in
the secondary analysis about the rank of per-pupil
revenue. Although the two districts with high RLL
revenue

(Cameron and Vermilion) were in the upper part
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of the distribution, other high RLL districts were
ranked mid-range,

and yet others

(e.g., Madison, West

Baton Rouge, Acadia) were included in the lower 5% of
the revenue distributions.

If state revenue to local

districts receiving RLL revenues were to be restricted,
should criteria be developed that would exempt parishes
with low per-pupil revenue?

If yes, what criteria would

be employed in granting exemptions?

Such questions

require a more comprehensive analysis of the question of
the interrelationship of local revenue sources—
especially in light of the present administration's
emphasis on greater local financial support of
education.
This study generally concluded that the method by
which Louisiana funded its public schools from 1977-78
to 1985-86 decreased equal opportunity, as assessed by
measures of fiscal neutrality,

and generally increased

the equal treatment of equals, as assessed by measures
of disparity in revenue per pupil, with one important
exception— the equality associated with students ranked
in the lower half of the per-pupil revenue distribution
has decreased over the evaluation period.

Furthermore,

the relationship between revenue and local capability,
which ideally should be neutral, was greater when sales
tax potential was the designated local capacity measure
(at least when assessed through the elasticity and Gini
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coefficient).

This study also concluded that the

interrelationship among local revenue sources for the
evaluation period indicated no clear trends.
Implications and Limitations
The above conclusions,

taken in tandem with the

possible plausible factors which may have i m p a c t e d, thp.
results associated with measures of student equity,
suggest several implications for practice and for
further research.
Implications for Practice
There are at least three implications with respect
to the present funding system used in Lousiana.

The

first is associated with the underlying concept of the
Minimum Foundation Program

(MFP).

The M F P , based upon

the idea of leveling up to a minimum revenue per pupil,
is well entrenched in Louisiana.

The McLoone Indices

can provide useful information to policy makers
interested in maintaining and/or improving the Minimum
Foundation Program.

Since the indices suggest that the

present funding system does not consistently produce a
constant "leveling up" to the median,

interested policy

makers may want to use this measure to continue to
monitor progress as well as evaluate future proposals
aimed at improvement.
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Second, sales tax potential should be considered as
a factor in the MFP.

The results of this study support

the prediction put forth by Alexander et al.

(1980) that

increased use of sales tax potential as a local revenue
source through the 1980s would influence equality.
While this study did look at the degree of fiscal
neutrality associated with the combined property and
sales tax potentials, no effort was made to determine
methods by which the sales tax capacity could be
integrated into the MFP formula.

The literature review

presented several state plans that include sales tax
potential

(e.g., Virginia's use of an index including

sales r evenue).

Policy makers interested in

investigating alternative methods of including the sales
tax potential in the Louisiana funding formula do have
other state models upon which to rely.
Approximately 50% of local funds come from
utilizing the sales tax in Louisiana.
revenue potential in the MFP,

Including this

along with a reasonable

measure of the property base, may be a step forward in
producing a state formula that contributes to a more
accurate representation of local capacity, or abilityto-pay.
Third, some provision for including RLL revenue in
the MFP should be considered.

The practice of charging

back 50% of local revenue derived from 16th section
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property to local districts was abolished by Act 619 in
1975.

A plan that incorporates a portion of RLL

revenue, especially for parishes at the upper end of the
per-pupil distribution,

should again be considered as a

measure of local ability-to-pay.

For those districts

with lower property and/or sales tax capacities,
East Carroll, Richland)

(e.g.,

use of a limitation provision,

such as a circuit breaker,

could be used to exempt their

inclusion of this additional source of local revenue as
a measure of local capacity.
There are also implications for judicial inquiry.
Two challenges to the state funding system have both
been defeated on the rationale that the MFP was an
equitable funding system.
however,

When fiscal capacity,

is defined as the sales tax capacity,

the

results indicate a less neutral fiscal relationship than
when local capacity is defined as property valuation per
pupil.
The results of this study suggest continuous
monitoring of policy changes.

Changes in the economic

and demographic variables over the nine-year period of
the study were not accompanied by changes in the state
funding system,

and a growing inequality over that time

period is now observed.

The present emphasis on

restructuring education in Louisiana
internship programs,

(e.g., teacher

career model options, and shifting
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greater economic responsibility to local levels)

is

likely to have a significant impact not only on equity
considerations, but on efficiency and adequacy
considerations as well.
In conclusion,

this study suggested that the

education of the individual student has become more
dependent on local district capacity since 1977-78,
while the spread in the distribution itself has
generally decreased except for the students making up
the lower half of the per-pupil revenue distributions.
Possible actions that might alter the shift toward
greater

inequality include: (a)

changing the funding

formula

altogether, or at least revising the formula

through

limitations such as tax ceilings and

floors, and

(b) developing an active monitoring system of programs
and policies that assessed both complexity of
implementation and the probable effects.

Continuous

monitoring would likely pinpoint shifts in inequality
resulting from changes in policy.
Limitations and Implications for Further Research
Further research is suggested in relation to the
following limitations which arose through the use of a
conceptual framework requiring choices in principles,
variables and measures.
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Several limitations were imposed through the choice
of principles assessed.

The vertical equity associated

with Louisiana's large vocational and special education
population (i.e, the unequal treatment required for
students with unequal needs) was not assessed,

although

revenue intended for their basic education was included.
A thorough assessment of vertical equity is recommended
as an additional contribution to a comprehensive equity
assessment.
In assessing the equal opportunity principle,
several restrictions related to both dependent and
independent variables were imposed.

This study limited

the dependent variable to state-local revenue adjusted
to eliminate the impact of funds targeted to special
populations.
variables

Studies utilizing other financial

{e.g., current expenditure per pupil, other

combinations of state and local revenue, federal
revenue)

are recommended.

non-financial variables

Furthermore,

studies using

(e.g., the ratio of teachers to

students and/or the ratio of district racial groups)

are

also suggested.
This study also limited the specifications for
fiscal capacity (i.e., the independent variables).
First,

taxable assessed property valuation, defined as

ten percent of the market value of property less
homestead exemptions, served as the per-pupil property
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base.

This designation may not represent the true

fiscal capacity of real property.

Second, the

definition of

local sales

tax capacity

exemptions to

sales which

may have mildly misrepresented

the true local sales tax capacity.

allowed for local

Future studies using

additional specifications of local capacity
income per pupil or
valuation per

per capita,

pupil (full

total property

market value

exemptions), or total sales tax capacity
are recommended.

(i. e.,

with no
(no exemptions)

Moreover, exploration of comprehensive

combinations of local capacity to support schools would
certainly contribute to the knowledge base, both for
Louisiana and for school finance in general.
A second major limitation was the use of the
"unconditional" fiscal neutrality standard.

By

assessing the simple relationship between capacity and
expenditure, no regard was given to taxpayer effort.

It

is recommended that future studies attempt assessments
that control for local effort.
Whereas this study's use of current, unadjusted
dollars might be considered a limitation,

the school

finance literature generally contends that, in studies
over time,

similar patterns of equity result regardless

of measure, but that the distance from "true equity" is
greater with current dollars.

For research centered on

distance from equity, rather than changes in equity over
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time, a replication of this study using constant dollars
may add a further dimension to the findings.
Berne and Stiefel

(1984) suggest that a comprehen

sive evaluation should include weightings for regional
cost differences.

The formulas used in this study do

not weight costs by region.

If and as indicators which

have application to educational costs become available
in Louisiana,

it is recommended that

future studies

include an adjustment to dollars across school dis
tricts .
In addition to limitations associated with prin
ciples and variables,

a third area in which limitations

were imposed was that of measurement.

This study used

only three of several accepted measures for each of the
equity principles.

Application of other statistical

analyses would extend the meaning associated with
student equity.

A multiple regression analysis

identifying industrial,

commercial and residential

property tax bases as independent variables would be
especially applicable to Louisiana
Feldstein,

(see Ladd,

1975 and

1975, for examples; Garins, 1979).

Lastly,

this study utilized the pupil unit of

analysis— mainly because a major tenet of student equity
is that the education of each individual student is of
prime importance.

Nevertheless,

legislators in

particular are especially interested in knowing how one
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district differs or compares to another.

Thus, a

district unit of analysis may be of specific importance
to policymakers.
Summary
This chapter has presented,

in addition to a

summary of the study, a discussion of possible factors
that may have affected the results and ultimate
conclusion that the Louisiana funding system has not
contributed to the advancement of equity over the
assessment years.

Implications and recommendations with

regard to practice and research have been offered.
The once-popular notion of equitable funding of
schools has been overshadowed by an emphasis on the
concept of excellence— and specifically the components
of accountability and efficiency— in schools in recent
years.

Perhaps a truly excellent public school may well

be one in which not only accountability and efficiency
predominate, but one in which equality in both treatment
and opportunity is recognized as an integral part.
Although some tradeoffs among values may be
unavoidable,

an awareness and an emphasis in those areas

in which efficiency and equity complement one another
may enhance the concept of an excellent school
examples,

see Geske,

1983).

(for

Without this emphasis.
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segments of the school population may be left unneces
sarily wanting.
A conscious awareness of the financial implications
for students is recommended as the restructuring of
education
formula)

{which includes changes in the funding
in Louisiana is advanced.

This awareness can

be achieved through careful, on-going monitoring of the
effect of political decisions affecting not only the
adequacy of school funds but also their efficient and
equitable use.
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APPENDICES
Appendix A.

S e l e c t e d Ev al uat io n Studtet ef School Finance S y s t e m in the United States.

A u th or( s)

States

Years

fnained

Studied

ir o n n at «1. I197B)

All 50

m b , 1975

O dderi Bernei end
Stiefei M 9 7 9 i

All 50

1973-1977

IcLoone, 6 r H e d e y .
I S o n n e n b e * g 11921)

All 5 0

1969/70, 1973/76
1976/77

O d d e n end A u ge ntl ic t
(1961)

All 50

1977

1A
U

1972/73-1978/77
1972/73-1971/79
1972/73-1976-77

Hictrod, Cheudherii
I Lendeen 11910)

II

C a r r e l 1 8 P a r t (1983;
also s t t 1979c I
C a r r e l 1, 1979a,
1979t, 1982)

CA
FI

IS
II

Rt

Aleiend er 8
Shiver (1983)

FI

Overall
Finding

" O v e r a l l u p e n d ; t u - r inequality
across country basically r m i n e d
unchanged fro* 1970 to 1975.

— Hiied reiulti eith one itite
consistently renting in the top
tuertile end three states consistently renting in the bottoa quertile
et distributions for ell i n aiasu’cs
used.

--Ovtrell eipenditure inequality
across country basically r e n a m e d
unchanged free 1969/70 to 1976/77.

- f l u e d results aith 0 states con
sistently renting in top third end
7 states consistently renting in the
bottoe third of the d i s t r i b u t i s m for
all four M a t u r e s tied.

1970/71*1976/77
1972/73,1975/76
1972/73-1976/75
1971/72-1975/76
1972/73-1973/76

1970/71
1972/73*
19)6/75
1976/77
1978/7?
1930.Bl

H t a f i ' i s presoted gr»et»r •encond itie u l* fiscal neutrality is ell
fern stilts.

— tfforas di d set reduce eipeadifaffa iaeqotlitr, bat saatahat
laprovad fiscal a n t r a l ity, and else
presoted praetor tei equity.

“ The st a t e ’s aijir riferi is 1976
did set u p r o r e fiscal equal;:atier.
across school districts.
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171

A^ .

A

CDntjnuei

AutherCsl

States
Eiaoinrd

Fe a rs
Studied

Dvr:ill
Finding

C r o n 4 Johnson
(19E3!

PA

1977/76*1979/BD

-S t a t e ’s eijor reforo ir. 1977 did
not praduce a acre equitable school
finance svstei.

6:r't; (1963)

N,*

1975/74-I9B1/E2

-State aid to education doubled in
recent years. but d:spa*ities in pr*
pupil e*pend:tures have not narrowed
Significantly. Eiailarly, local
p r o p e ’ ty sealth reaaint a aijor
detera:nar,t of school district
spending. Initial equity gains afierefore in 1974 are bring gradually
eroded.

Hick rod . Chaudha'ii
I Hutc.rd (]9S:->

IL

1972-sc

Jones • Salitr,
(1963!

VA

K i ng 11962)

NP.

1973:-7*
l?7v/75
19ED/B1

1973/70
1975/76

1961/82

K r u p e y I Hope aan
(19631

IU«

1972/73
1978/79
1961/62

- - l l l i n n s reduce: eipenditure in
equality and iiproved aralth
neutrality froa 1973 to 1977> but
ouch ef the gain dt’ in; this p e n t :
■as lest froa 1977 to 1963.

- T he state has actually lost groin:
in progress toiard its school fina?:t
equity goals stnct its aijer refort
■is iipliaented in 197v/75.

'The state stili:es an equitable
school finance foraula and the aost
recent eejor change in 197* hat else
resulted in a continuation of progress
toeard financial equalication across
school districts.

— Foil»>;ng «a>or refora in 19 7 j , the
state aide progress far seven years
in reducing revenge disparities. ta>
rate disparities, and in taprovir.;
fiscal neutrality. E u e i n a t i o n of
data for l9£:/&2, koarver* discloses
revenue disci'itiei are increasing ar;
the systea is beetling less fiscal!-,
neutral.
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A

continued

States
E m inod

Authorfs)

Vein
Studied

Overall
finding

Rergan t]?K>

HR

197B-I9B3

Silltaet (1983/

Ft

M71/7M9E1/B?

— School finance equity iiproved
relatively little free 1971772 to
1961/62.

Cohr (198*)

St

1976• 19B2

"There *it definite ieproveier.t in
school finance equity froa 19?£ tc
tw.

"The state's school finance systeo
betiM less equitable felloaikg the
1979 reforo.

tty: COV • Coefficient of Variation
FRR • fritnl Ranfe Ratio

Kh * fiiai Coefficient
HC1 • RcLeone Indei
PVA ■ Ferausibte Variance

IM • lirtt
Uf. ■ ttUtivt Seri at i n froa ttii M i e s
R£R • Histrict nr* Range
TCO • Tbeil Coefficient
tC • Sea 1th Elasticity

Source:

Cohn, Elchanon end Ceske, Terry G. (forthcoming).
Economics of Education: Cambridge: Ballinger Press
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Appendix B
FISCAL NEUTRALITY, AS MEASURED BY THE CORRELATION,
USING THREE SPECIFICATIONS OF FISCAL CAPACITY
PER ADM, ALTERNATE SCHOOL YEARS,
1977-78 TO 1985-86

Specified
Fiscal
Capacity

Correlation for School Year
----------------------------------------------1977-78
1979-80
1981-82 1983-84
1985-86

Property
Valuation
Per ADM

.3295

.3069

7486

.4859

.5724

Sales Tax
Capacity
Per ADM

.4641

.5547

7022

,6466

.6228

4698

5308

7259

.6214

,6640

Combined
Capacity
Per ADM
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COMPUTATION CF GINI COEFFICIENT
The districts are scrted in ascending crder of wealth per pupil.
The cumulative proportions of pupils in the districts are represented
by the horizontal axis and the cumulative proportions of total operating
expenditures accounted for by these districts are represented by the

1.0

S3
j
<

£
H
a

%
X

0)

1
0

a
g

s
2
ft

o x ;- i

u

o

xi

0.0

ADA

1.0

ADA
(wealth — ►)

(wealth— *1)

vertical axis. The curve thus plotted would be a straight line if the
operating expenditures per pupil were the sane in all districts.
A
sagging curve represents lesser expenditure in poorer districts.
The
tteasure of this inequality as defined by Gir.i Coefficient G is given
by the formula:

A rea A
G ■ ——
A rea (A+B)

or after further simplication
O ’5 - Area 80*5
• 1 - 2Arca B

(U

Area B is the area under the curve and if n is the number of districts, and
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• cumulative proportion of ADA

for the ith district

y^ - cumulative proportion of S for the ith district
n
£

(xi-x._.) (y. *y )
— ----- 1------

1-1

2

Then Area B ■

n

or 2 Area B .

| ;' W r V i V l * V i ' V l V

■ (V o ‘ V ; > * V : . 'V l
* v r v i * v 2- v 2

' V » - i - V lV i * ' . V V A i
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+& y
-x
y )*x y
n Jn-l n-1 n
n n

• t I 'Vi-rVi*!
n
- 1-

T (x.

)+l
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i ■ 2 1-1 1

(2)

)

1 1” 1

substituting the value of area 8 in eq 1

C-

n
I (x3
y.-x.y. ,
,)
*, ,y.-x.y,

1 - 2 1-1 i

ii-l

(3)

Source; Hickrod, G. A., Chaudharl, R. B. and Hubbard, B. C. 1985
Revision. The Rise and Fall of School Finance Reform In Illinois.
Normal IL: -Center for the Study of Educational Finance, Illinois State
University.
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MODIFIED LORENZ CURVE FOR LOUISIANA STATE-LOCAL
REVENUE AND PROPERTY VALUATION PER ADM ,1977-78
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MODIFIED LORENZ CURVE FOR LOUISIANA STATE-LOCAL
REVENUE AND SALES BASE PER ADM, 1977-78
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MODIFIED LORENZ CURVE FOR LOUISIANA STATE-LOCAL
REVENUE AND PROPERTY VALUATION PER ADM ,1979-80
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MODIFIED LORENZ CURVE FOR LOUISIANA STATE-LOCAL
REVENUE AND SALES BASE PER ADM ,1979-80
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MODIFIED LORENZ CURVE FOR LOUISIANA SATE-LOCAL
REVENUE AIS0 COMBINED PROPERTY VAL. AMD SALES BASE PER ADMJ979-80
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MODIFIED LORENZ CURVE FOR LOUISIANA STATE-LOCAL
REVENUE AND PROPERTY VALUATION PER ADM ,1981-82
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MODIFIED LORENZ CURVE FOR LOUISIANA STATE-LOCAL
REVENUE AND COZENED PROPERTY VAL_ AMD SALES BASE PER ADM ,1981-82
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MODIFIED LORENZ CURVE FOR LOUISIANA STATE-LOCAL
REVENUE
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MODIFED LORENZ CURVE FOR LOUISIANA STATE-LOCAL
REVENUE AND PROPERTY VALUATION PER ADM, 1985-86
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MOOTED LORENZ CURVE FOR LOUISIANA STATE-LOCAL
REVENUE AND SALES BASE PER ADM ,1986-86
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